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NEW PACKET BOAT
DOWN TENNESSEE

WEATHER FORECAST.

WIND SWEPT OVER EXCURSION TRAIN CRASHES INTO COAL CARS FIRST DISTRICT
EDITORS UNITE
WEST KENTUCKY AND SCORES OF PASSENGERS ARE KILLED

May be Named in Honor of
This City if Pressed

Trees, Fences and Buildings
Sutler in Spots

Companion 101' Big Steamer Chattanooga With Modern Passenger
Equipment.
•

Cloud Bursts Cause Floods in Some
Localities, While Other Interior
Points Are Untouched.

OFFICIAL ON

HIS

CAIRO

WAY ITER.E.
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Elect Judge E. Barry PreoiTwenty-two Dead Bodies Have Already Been Taken Out
dent of' League
Wreck and Many Others are Still in Debris--Were
Laughing When The Accident Happened

.1-2-4\Lawrence, of Cadiz Record,
obeli Seeretary at Session
Held'I'his Morning.

DAMAGED

Plymouth,

Mich.,

Twelve excursion
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will be required to finish the boat.
In such details as the staterooms,
made
great improvements will be
fnstead of the conventional steamboat berths, iron beds built on the
latest style will be Installed. .They
will be like the old berths In that one
berth will be above the other. Conveniences unknown to the regular
state room will be added for the comfort of the passengers and the plans
call for innovations all over the
boat.
Only a few months ago the John
•
A. Patton was built at Jeffersonville
Joe
for this line, but it, like the
Wheeler, is too small for the trade
If the Chattanooga is forced from
low water to run only to Riverton,
weekly trtpgfAill be made, whereas to
go to Chattanooga, two weeks are required. This is the first season of
the new line and they see their way
clear to, prepare permanently for a
good butiness. Their activity is ev
rivers
idenced 'everywhere on the
and it is stated that the revival of
passenger business alone will give a
meat Impulse to river traffic.

FILIPINOS TRY
SELF-GOVERNMENT

4

Washington, July 20'.- The first
step In self-government is being
taken in the Philippine archipelago
today, In the election of a house of
representatives. So far the expertnient is disappointing to Americans.
Natives kept away from the registration places and the election of officers
was secured with difficulty.
Edinburg. July 20.-A divoice was granted today to the
Courteous Roslyne, formerly Anna Robinson, an American chorus gitl and opera singer from
the Earl of Roelyne. They were
married In March, 1905.

July

20.-

SOME MEMPHIS HORSES COMING LARGE

coaches, crowded

Next Saturday, in all probabilities,
the Pere Mar.jhe Matinee club will give the best
quette railroad, cr4sheti We A coal races of the season. Mr. Abe Frank,
of the Godfrey, Frank company, of
train today near S4em, Nlich. TwenMemphis, will bring a string of a
ty-two dead bodies have already been dozen fast horses to match against
taken from the wrerkage. More than the Paducah animals.
65 were injured. Many of these will
It is stated by the managers of the
die, so terribly are they 'mangled and Horse Show association that they
scalded. Many others are believed to have received an acceptance from
be still in the wreck. The train was from Walter Palmer, of Ottawa, lilt
judge of harness horses at
crowded to the doors with a happy to act as
the show. He is a big stockman and
crowd of pleasure seekers. Everywas judge of light harness horses at
thing was going fine% when without a the Chicago and 6t. Louis world's
moment's warning the crash came. fairs. He also acts as judge in the
The scene after the eollision beggars grand circuit shows.
Both the promoters of the horse
description. The wreck evidently rethe Matinee club say they
sulted from a blunder, as a relief show and
will have the finest display of horse
train Was sent out tom Detroit, beflesh ever exhibited in western Kenfore the collision occUrred. The exeur- tucky here next fall, and all the terrision was from Ionia to Detroit.
tory for a hundred miles around wili
with passengers

oti

be thoroughly convassed before the
ukeSddpIr
ADD Some Memphis
date of the big show. The interestof the big Memphis horseman in the
races, and the agreement of Mr. Palmer to serve as judge show that the
character of the attractions offered
here have won the notice of outsiders.

ATTENDANCE PRFAENT.

First district editors met at the
Wind and rain did damage through
Palmer House this morning at 10
western and southern Kentucky yeso'clock to form a permanent press
terday afternoon about 5 o'clock
association. In order to allow time for
Wickliffe had a regular cloud burst
other editors to arrive, the mornthat filled the creeks and streams.
ing session was adjourned after the
and several' trees in the town were
election of officers and appointment
blown down. Fences also suffered
of committees until 1:30 this afterbut no damage from stock getting
noon. Judge E. Barry, editor of the
Into the crops is reported. At Sharp,
Benton Tribune-Democrat, was electGRAIN MARKET.
Marshall county, the wind was esed permanent president and J. S.
Cincinnati, July 20.- Wheat,
pecially hard and few orchards esLawrence, of the Cadiz Record, was
57 1-2; oats, 48.
corn,
93;
caped without the loss of a few
elected permanent secretary. The
trees and much fruit was blown off.
name of the association will be sePALMER HOUSE RETURNS
Many fences were blown to the
TO THE AMERICAN PLAN. lected by the committee on credenground.
tials, which reported in this afterMaxon Mills Dry.
noon's session, at which time also the
it,
Because the trade demanded
Maxon Mills failed to get a drop
constitution of the association will be
the Palmer House, after several
of the rain and today the day was sulreported. It was the opinion in the
returned
months' experiment, today
try as 4ver. Ragland escaped also
morning session that the rules and
to the American plan, finding the Eu- by-laws of the Eighth
but clouds were hovering over that
District Press
ropean plan did not suit the needs of association should be followed by the
vicinity this afternoon with the prossection.
this
in
traveling
the
public
pects of a gooa soaking. Kevil reFirst district organization.
ceived its share of the downpour, and
In attendance at the morning sesthe farmers are rejoicing. Every
sion of the First District Editors' asthing was benefited as the ground
sociation were: Judge E. Barry,
was dry. Lone Oak had a good rain
Benton Tribune-Democrat; J. S. Lawyesterday afternoen
and a good
rence, Cadiz Record; 0. J. Jennings,
sprinkle today at noon. No serious
Murray Ledger; Louie E. Dodd, Baldamage is reported in this part of the
lard County News, Bandana; W. 0.
state from the rain, and crops will
Wear, Calloway `Times; Rid Reed,
and Eugese Grave, Democratic cantake a spurt now.
Livingston County Banner; G. H.
didate for the state legislature, enStorm at Cairo.
tered a plea of not guilty. This they Causes Slight Slump in Local Pike, Mayfield Mirror; J. J. Berry,
Paducah News-Democrat; J. E. WilCairo, Ill., July 20.- The storm Hugh Boyle Cases Result in
withdrew, and then Judge Cross dipof last evening came from the northRegister; E. J. PaxBank helm, PaducahEvening
And
Money
General
Movements
Rush
ped his pen in ink and proceeded to
to
Serve
PaSun; Josh Catwest about 4:30 and in a few minton, Paducah
write on the docket.
utes the mercury fell 10 degrees.
pers on Detendant and May- This was the cue for Clark Fortson
Clearings Show a Decrease lett, Princeton Leader; J. C. Newman, Lyon County Herald, and EdAnd it fell 12 degrees more before
deputy sheriff. Before Judge Cross
or Yeiser
From Last Year
the storm was over, or 22 degrees In
ward 0. Leigh, secretary to Governor
had completed writing he handed to
less than half hour. The wind reachBeckham.
Mayor Yeiser a notice, signed by
ed the vio.ent speed of 60 miles per
Called to Order.
Boyle's attorneys, that on July 31,
Jqdge E. Barry, who with Secrehour, which, according to the records
WITNESS
PRINCIPAL
ABSENT. they would enter a motion to enjoin WHERE THIS CITY SHOWS UP tary J. S.-Lawrence, issued the call
of Observer Cunningham at the govMayor Yeiser from revoking Boyle's
ernment office, it maintained for a
for the meeting held today to orlicense.
ganize the association, called the
full minute.
Judge Cross finished writing and
morning session to order. He stated
There were many reports of dam8711,301
clearings
Bank
What's the answer?
while the ink was still wet Chief of
briefly the object of the association,
age in the city. Probably several
732,704
Same week last year
revoked
Mayor
docthe
Yelser
handed
official
an
saloon
Collins
Police
saying that its principal work would
hundred trees were blown down,
21,403
Decrease
some telegraph or telephone poles license of H igh Boyle, Fourth street ument to the defendant. It was a
he to give the newspapers belonging
the advantage of co-operation in purand wires, also a number of signs and Kentucky avenue. Police Judge notice of the revocation of his liLittle can be said of business con- chasing supplies. Other associations
The Cross tined Boyle $3'0 in each of two cense.
that hung over the sidewalks.
Judge Cross read the lines-$30 In ditions in Paducah other than that in have effected much in the way of
big 75-foot sign on top of Langan's
a notice of injunction was each case-and notice of appeal was both retail and wholesale lines there clubbing on their purchases. lou B.
mill, at Twelfth and Commercial, was eases, and
is more than a summer listlessness. Brown, president of the State Press
served
on
Mayor a enter to restrain served forthwith,
wrecked.
The Rev. Calvin Thompson was an It amounts, in retail lines, almost to association, whom Judge Barry had
him from revoking the license. But
Kaufman Bros. Damaged.
proceed- stagnation and this despite the desired to be present in today's ItteptBut there were more serious in- there is a question as to which one interested witness of the
slashes in prices made to attract trade
could not attend becanse of
stances of damage chief of which was of the formal proceedings took pre- ings-.
Undoubtedly theres are tine value conflicting engagements.
Statemeet of Boyle's Attorneys.
probably that done at Kaufman Bros, cedence in point of time, and the or"The action we took was legal, as offered, but unless the extremely hot
Secretary Lawrence read the minbig dry goods store. The strong wind der of their doing may cut some concaught the roof at the rear end of the siderable figure in the future busi- it has been upheld by Circuit Judge weather is responsible for the lassi- utes of the meeting of First district
William Reed," stated Attorney Hal tude the inactivity must be ascribed editors held In Estill Springs recently
building and rolled up a considerable ness enterprise of Mr. Boyle.
space, allowing a flood of water to
Mayor Yeiser said the revocation S. Corbett, one of Boyle's atterneys. to the disorder that has been felt ever at which time a temporary association was formed. Only five editors
run into the store damaging stock goes, and be will prosecute Boyle if "We simply had to serve notice of since the spring set-back.
Turning to a more cheerful aspect were present in that meeting. J. J.
both on the second and ground floors. he continues to do business, and law- the injunction and that is as binding
A rough estimate last evening placed yers are digging through sheep bound as the order of injunction would have of Paducah's commercial life, it may Berry made a successful motion that
the damage at about $2,000. Messrs. volumes for precedent and principle been. We filed a petition in circuit be said that, though St. Louis is :12 a committee of three be appointed to
Kaufman had men at work putting
on
two court this morning immediately after times larger than Paducah in point of nominate officers and this committee
presented
Boyle was
on a temporary roof last evening, to charges of Sunday Belling, preferred the trial and were given a restrain- population, allowing 25,400 to Padu- after a conference of a few minutes.
prevent further damage.
by Chief of Police Collins, who said ing order against Mayor Yeiser until cah, it is not more than a third larger reported with the revolts given. This
Chairman
House Fronts Blown Out.
young men, he 'saw go up the stairs the merits of the caste can be gone than Paducah in point of steamboat eommittee as appointed by
The grocery store of Joseph O'Shea leading to rooms over Boyle's saloon into. Judge Reed set the case for traffic, judging from the number of Barry, was J. J. Berry, Rid Reed and
HARGIS FREE.
at Center street and Washington av- would testify they purchased liquor trial Tuesday afternoon in his office." packet arrivals here and there. By W. 0. Wear.
Sandy Hook, Ky., July 20.While the committee on nominaenue, was caught and twisted till its there last Sunday.
Chief Collins stated this afternoon count, 33 packets touch at the PaduJudge James Hargis is free of
out Edward 0. Leigh, who
front bulged out in a manner tha,.
Will Love, the principal witness that a warrant would be served on cah wharf every week; estimated by tions was
the charge of complicity in the
came down from Frankfort to the
the building unsafe,
St
with
familiar
renders
men
river
local
busidoing
with
him
charging
not
prosecution,
did
appear,
Boyle,
for
the
Became
murder of Dr. Cox.
Louis, not over 40 packets touch in a meeting by virtue of his having been
and Boyle's attorneys, Hal Corbett ness without a license.
xtiteesses had not appeared and
remtnisMen's Officers.
Red
week at the St. Louis wharfboat. a First district editor, grew
*Judge Moody refused to send
Officers for the Otega tribe of Red
This is not counting the towboats, In cent. When Mr. Leigh first came to
the case back to Breathitt counwas only one
this district there
dast night as folduced by the defense to show a which line Paducah is supreme.
Mee *vere
ty. the state refused to enter Into
power press used by a newspaper and
Sachem, Henry Lehnhard:
against Haywood and his cooharge
lows:
the case today.
the other facilities were clumsy in
defendants is an outcome of a consenior sachem, Harry George; junior
proportion. He compared conditions
spiracy to exterminate the federation
sachem, Alben W. Barkley. At the
RIOT.
then with the papers now published
his
anannounced
the
following
sachem
the
Immediately
meeting
Detroit, July 20.-Issuing an
In Paducah.
nouncement of this decision the arguappointive officers as follows: First
injunction, restraining strikers at.
Committees.
sannap, John Hock, second sannap.
ment commenced. Judge Hawley, the
the Great Lakes 'Engineering
A committee on credentials was apJames
state, spoke
the
warrior,
first
for
counsel
Tanner;
Gordon
leading
with
interfering
from
works
pointed to Include J. 8. Lawrence, G.
four hours and 15 minutes.
W. Clark; second warrior, W. H.
strike breakers, precipitated a
Friday
or
H. Pike and 0. J. Jennings, The
Thursday
About
John
warrior,
Lehnhard:
third
Ross;
which 500
big riot today, in
for membership are
qualifications
Hamlin;
fourth warrior, George H.
atrikers and sympathizers set
For
Date
Case
as
connected with a
Predicted
being
to
limited
WinterG.
Albert
Commander
fast brave, Steve Pool; second brave.
upon and best up 100 strike.
newspaper. Each paper will be enthird
Brave,
Fortson;
E.
Clark
Attorbreakers on their way to work.
to go to Jury-States
halter Sends Mayor Yeiser titled to one vote and can be repreThompson, and fourth brave, A. W
Several shots were fired and one
in the convention by any
Opening
Finishing
neys
Shepherd.
man was wounded. A dozen riClippings, Showing How sented
-permember of the editorial or re
oters were anteater!.
tonal staffs, or by members of the
was
New Orleans Entertains
The steamer Mary Michael
business department. The state rules
by the
brought in today at noon
A LOUISVILLE WRECK.
TO BEGIN AT ONCE.
this point will be followed and
DEFENSE
on
Wash Honshell from the Forked Deer
Louisville, July 20.-A Loubn
member was urged to join that
each
Louisville, July 20 -Colonel Will
river, where the first of this week
ville and Northern interurban
AN INVITATION IS EXTENDED. organization.
ace!,
an
by
damaged
she
badly
was
at
car
work
a
into
car trnatied
S. Hayes, the veteran !Overman and
With the exception of W. 0. Wear,
dent in the engine room. Repaint'
Watson. Ind., today. William
Boise, July 20.-Attorney Hawley song writer, is critically ill and may
the Calloway Times, and Henry
of
city,
will be made in this
Meteors, a motorman, was inThompson. of the News-Democrat,
the prosecution's open- not survive the day. Hayes wrote a
up
is
winding
stantly killed andseveral are reJackies from the gunboat. Padu- Secretary E, 0. Leigh was the eldest
ing argument in the Haywood case number of the most popular songs of
ported injure!.
cah, are enjoying shore leave at New editor in point of service, attending
the
day.
of
strain
today, broken by prolonged
-Orleans and all the papers of that the meeting today. The spirit of the
the trial he is barely able to keep his
CLERK SHORT.
city have devoted a column a piece editors attending Is highly favorable
Attorney Richardson for the
feet.
to the appearance of the ship, the to the orgies' "on and while not all
Lotsisville, July 20. (Special)
defense will follow Hawley, The
conduct of the men and the affabill-The Times says: It became
case probably will go to the jury
young officers The sailors
t • of the S
known here that a check for
(t.VmOnned on Page Five.)
Thursday night or Friday morning.
have been on a five months' cruise.
11115,71K1 which County Clerk Wil
Witte
Point.
Prottecution
They took first prize for the fourHam J. Semonin. of Jefferson
OF THE WORLD
The field for argument both for
inch, .50 calibre target practice, sec- WOODMEN
(minty, recently deposed, had
Dr. J. D. Robertson was overcome
WILL TAKE TO THE WOODS
of
defense
the
and
first,
prosecution
and
the
-inch,
in
litor
ond
prize
four
the
state
for
th
to
given
been
by heat this morning between 10 and
Evergreen camps,
and
Jersey
been limited by Judge
second and third for six-pounder
settlement for his June accounts,
11 o'clock in front of his office at Haywood has
will give an
World,
the
of
Woodmen
handed
decision
practice. Commander Albert G. Winhad been returned front the LottFourth street and Broadway. He was Woods, who In his
in the
Symsonia
at
outing
drinking
-day
founBronze
ornamental
all
Ychier
Mayor
terhalter has sent
iaville bank on whitdh it was
standing with several friends and down, removed from the consideratains will be erected next week by the clippings from the papers, which county Sunday. The lodge members
the
bearevidence
all
jury
the
of
tion
explanation
given unpaid. The
remarked that he was feeling 111. SudDaughters of the American Revolu- mention this city, and invites all Pa-1 their families and friends will go out
was that he hud not sufficient
denly he became faint and would ing on the alleged conspiracy by the
one at the court hoese and the ducahans. visiting New Orleans. tol in big wagons which will atart from
tions
have fallen but far his frtithche sup- mine owners and others against the
hinds in the bank to meet the
other somewhere on Broadway down inspect the ship. She will stay there Broadfoot's hall Sunday mornleg at
Miners.
of
Judge
Federation
Western
rumors
been
hint.
was
porting
He
have
upstairs
taken
note. There
Dinner will be
town. They will be five feet high a month, The Kentneky twits!
, of 8:30 o'clock sharp
to his office where physicians were Woods decided the defense of Hayfor Pc vend dart of notne finanand spread
wagons
the
In
work
carried
charge
in
The
the
of
committee
arrangements
legal
niade
has
connection
Louisiana
summoned. Dr. Robertson was In a wood had made oo
cial Vmharramment on the part
Judge
under the cool forest trees
serious condition for over an hour, of the Mine Owners' association, the is composed of Mrs. C. H. Chamblitt,for a reception to the officers and
of Mr. Wittman. These rumors
The city; men, Mayor Yelser will respond to D. A. Cross and Magistrate C. W.
BoOne.
and
O.
E.
Mrs.
Colorado
the
and
of
Alliance
the
of
at
friends
noon
romewhat
but
felt
relieved OHMS
were denied by the
purpose the Invitation In behalf of the ctn. Emery will be the speakers for the
and at 1:30 o'clock was prOse*Seed Phdtsrion detectiae agency as laying contributed $350 for this
form-r county clerk, hut they
day.
seas.
out of danger.
a foundation for the evidence intro- and the county $100,
•
would not down.

"The Paducah," as the name of
the finest steamboat making this city
Partly cloudy with local thunder
on the four rivers, would sound
showers tonight or Sunday. Highest
sweet to the local river fraternity,
temperature yesterday, 98; lowest toeil as the whole population. The
day, 7.4.
has
company
tanooga Packet
signed a contract with the Howard
MILITARY LAW.
Shipbuilding company at JeffersonSeoul, July 20.-Korea is in
ville, Ind, to build a steamer for
the hands of Dictator General
trade
Paducah-Chattanooga
the
Haceguwa, commander of the
The name for this new boat has not
Japanese troops in the Hermit
been selected, but it Is authoratively
kingdom. Although there has
hinted that "Paducah" will be its
been no formal declaration of
name.
martial law, the military is in
It has been five years since a steam
absolute control. Fears are enboat named for this city was seen
tertained of attacks, not alone
here. In 1502 the old "Paducah"
on the Japanese, but on all forbroke in two near Guntown and no
eigners. Consulates in Seoul
other steamboat built sinee then has
are under heavy guard.
are
There
city.
the
for
named
been
towboats bearing the city's
no
BANK CIJOSED.
name, and so far as known, the only
Washington, July 20.-Compwater craft named for the city is the
troller of the currency announces
gunboat "Paducah" In the navy.
that the Farmers' National bank
E. G. Rigg. traffic manager of the
of Boyerstown, Pa., was closed
Chattanooga Packet company, will
today by his direction upon rearrive Sunday from that city on the
port of the bank examiner, showsteamer Chattanooga, to confer with
ing it to be insolvent. A reCaptain G. F. Phillips, the agent here
ceiver was appointed. Resources
oeover the local situation. Mr. Rigg
and liabilities of the bank May
probably can state definitely what the
20 aggregated over $400,000.
name of the steamboat under construction will be. There will be comFRENCH CABINET.
petition for the honor and Paducah
Paris, July 20.-The first rewill have to look alive to her interests
tirement fro male ministry as
to insure that the new boat will be
the rcsult of the recent revolunamed for her.
tion of wine growers in the Midi
Will Remain in Trade.
district was announced today,
In a letter recetved recently from
when M. Sareaut, under secreMr. RISC Captain Phillips was intary of the interior, resigned
formed that under no circumstances
and Deputy Maujan was elected
would the Chattanooga Packet comby the council of ministers as
pany withdraw from the Tenneeeee
his successor.
river trade. Mr. Rigg said that if
the river got too low for the ChattaBURG! HS WRECK.
nooga to get to Chattanooga, It would
tier-land, July
20.-The
Ala., and
.go as far as Riverton
Clevehiad Providon company's
there rehandle her freight over the
store at Nottingham was a reeked
Southern ralirosd to Chattalloga. In
early this morning by burglars.
this way the line can be operated all
About 19200 was taken. An exthe year round,
tra large charge of nitro-glycerIt is to getta \mate for the Chattaine was placed in a safe, which
nooga that the new steamboat is bewas blown to pieces. The ening built. The Joe Wheeler was with
tire interior of the building was
drawn from the Chattanooga trade
wrecked.
be-cause it was too small to be profitable. The new boat will be 40 feet
131.44CK HAND.
wide, and 25 feet longer than the
Hahnville, La., July 20.-AfChattanooga. The cost of the steamter an unsuccessful attempt and
er is not given out, but the stateturning back of would-be lynchment was made that no expense would
ers lion night, the situation Is
be spared to make it tbe finest packet
quiet today. Five commodes of
of its size on the rivers from which
troops are now guarding the
Paducah draws traffic. Improvements
the
four convicted Italians in
In steamboat building have bees
dethe
Should
situation
Jail.
embodied
be
will
these
rapid and all
niand it, other troops will be
In the "Paducah." No* less than
summoned.
three, and probably mere months
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FINE, LICENSE REVOCATION
LISTLESSNESS OF
AND INJUNCTION IN BUNCH THE SUMMER TIME

CLOSE ARGUMENT
IN HAYWOOD CASE

SHORE LEAVE FOR
PADUCkH JACKIES

SWEET SINGER IS
NEARING THE END

HEAT OVERCOMES
DR. ROBERTSON

TWO FOUNTAINS
FOR DOWN STREET

.N4Arytyiezitan44..-

.1-1'4 OLD IDEA
a- Shown to Be ASsolutely False ia
Modern Science.

POLICY HOLDERS
SATISFIED

People used to think that baldness
OFFICIERki TO SERVE
one of those things which are
eas
BODY FOR SIX MONTHS.
handed down from generation to generation, from father to son--lust like
,a family heirloom.
Science has *flown the falseness Of
.tiouso Crandell Chosen President
this belief by providing that baldness
and Brener). Workers' Action
itself is not a constitutional disease
Approved.
but the result of a germ invasion of
which only Herpicidi can effectually
rid the scalp.
Washing only cleans the saalp of
President--Alonzo Critndell, Carpenters' anion.
Dandruff, it doesn't kill the germs.
"Destroy the cause you remove the
Vice President-George Hanish'.
effect."
Tinnt•rs' union.
Newbro's Herpicide will do this in
Treasurer-E, M. Willie, Typographical union.
every case. It is also a delightful
Financial Secretary-D. B. Hotch- dressing.
kiss, Leatherworkers' union.
Sold by all druggists. Two sizes,
Recording Secretary-Henry Car- 15,0c. and $1. Send rat. in stamps for
roll, Ship Carpenters' union.
sample to the Herplcide Co., Detroit,
Guide-Forrest Chappel, Brewers' Mich. W. B. McPherson, Special
union.
Agent.
Roll Clerk-R, M. Miles, Leatherworkers' union.
WATCH FOR IT
tivardian-Tyler White, Bartend-

ELErricu

Every cOMMONWEALTH policy-holier can and does feel that he is.
getting a "square deal" from the company. taYMMONWEALTH India:grief Policies are paid PROMPTLY and IN FULL-no matter
litanies pay only ime-half if insured
ii 11111 death occuns Other c
diet. eithiu a year front date of policy. Head the following letter:
Paducah, Ky., July 3, 1907.
COMMONWEALTH LIFE INS. CO.,
Louisville, Ky.
Gentlemen: I received today through your Superintendent.
Mr. George W. Head, $100.00 in full settlement of claim under
policy No. 21946 for $100.00, which I carried on the life of my
wife, Clara M. Hammonds. who died June 29th.
I desire to thank you for your promptness in settling this
claim and also to say that your policies contain the most liberal provisions,
Assuring you that I will recommend the COMMONWEALTH to
all those desiring insurance, as I know they will, it will treat their
patrons fairly and promptly. alliplb•
•
Very truly yours,
HAMMONDS.
HENRY
(Signed):

I

ers' onion.
Trustees-George Basin In, John C.
Reacts and R. M. Miles. .

All Industrial Policies Fully Paid Up at the Age of 75
1Vrite a postal card to W. D. Ashley, Superintendent of Industrial Department, Eagle Building„Sixth and Broadway, Paducah, lay.,
and an agent will be glad to call and explain fully the many t•xciusive
features of COMMONWEALTH Insurance. You do not obligate your.
self in any way by talking it over.

While reading The Sun today.

BLOOMER GIRLS

We have several good driving hotillee for sale at r
will guarantee them -as rtpresented. Call and

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY

FIVE DIRECTORS

fay& Sireat led Ilatucky Inoue.

Linn led burial Ian.

ARRIVE IN THEIR OWN BOAT TO
MEET HOLLAN'S GALLANTS.

SON
&
CE
NAN
GUY
Undertakers and Embalmers

Two Games at Wallace inaira-The
Out' lode) ounamencbsg at 4
O'Clock--Stinday Game.

Paducah, Ky.

211-213 S. Third St.
Arriving in their ewn boat, one
of the prettiest and best-fitted out living boats on the ?river, the Boston
Bloomer Grir:s, the best female baseball team in the United States, announced ready for a battle with John
Hollan's Independent baseball team,
this city. The team will play today
and Sunday, and because of the fact
that the visitors are women, the
games will draw probably to a capacity. The Bloomer Girls do not put up
a "phony" game, but play better than
the average semi-professional team,
having many victories to their credit this early in the season. Manager
Hollan has gotten together the fastest team in town, signing several local stars who do not play regularty,
for the two games. He announces his
line up for this afternoon as follows:
Block, c; Dutch Dicke, p; Lloyd,
lb; Brahic, 2b; Winfrey, 3b; Hedges,
as; Ripley, Plum:ee and Hart the
outfield.
This afternoon the game will be
called at 4 o'clock, but Sunday it
will be called at 3 o'clock.

Motor Boat Garage Company
General Supplies and Repairs
r;eneral agents gasoline launches. Boats for excursion parties,
hunting trips, etc. Licensed operator.

Paducah, Ky., Back of Riglesberger's Mill.
Old Phone 1113

Central Labor Union last night
eleced officers to serve for the next
RUDY PHILLIPS & CO.'S
six months, and the installation will
be held Thursday night, August 1,
JULY REDUCTION SALE.
at the hall on North Fourth street
Paducah Depository, Citizens' Sittings Bank.
There was a large attendance and the
election was not without interest.
All matters pretaifiing to the arrangements for Labor day celebration
were left to the ciammittee appointed
several days ago. The committee
308
made no de.finite report on what preChestnut
liminary arrangements had been WILL
OF
BOARD
COMPOSE
made.
THREE LINKS BUILDING.
National League.
The stand taken by the local union
0 6 1
O'DOHERTY, First Vice
Boston
J. D. POWERS, Pres.; JYTHI'E
of brewery workers was approved by
2 8 0
Pittsburg
Pres.: DARWIN W. JOHNSON, Sec. and Treas.; DR. .1. W. GUEST,
c body, and action on their
Brown;
Medical Director; GREGORY & aFHENRY, Getel. Counsel: J. M.
and
Young
BatteriesTo
Members
Elect
Lodge
affilIngleside
and
to serve in the body
QUINN, Manager of Agencies, LOUIS G. RUasELL, Manager inLetfield and Gibson.
Co-operate With Other L 0.
iate with other unions suspended un(lust rial Department.
0. E. Bodice.
til further action of higher bodies
R H E
The American Federation of Labor
8 13 1
...
Brooklyn
annulled the charter of the Interna1 11 1
Cincinnati
tional Union of Brewery Workers rePastorious and Ritter;
Captain W. H. Patterson and Mr.
Batteriesof
is
one
Bonython
been
taken
has
an
appeal
and
cently,
Langdon
Sir
Ell G. Boone last evening were elect- Hitt and McLean.
to the next convention of the federar
Australia's journalistic knights From
ed
l
by Ingleside lodge of Odd Fellows
•
tion.
the position of reporter he worked
RH E
1 as directors for the lodge of the
his way up tta the editorship. He
5 10 0
Links building. Ingleside and Philadelph a
Three
parliacommonwealth
the
in
has sat
of St. Louis
0 2 3
lodges •awn two-fifths
Mangum
part
in
prominent
a
taken
ment and
WATCH FOR IT
INSTALL OFFICERS RECENTLY
•
the stock, each, and Union Encampthe progress of education in his state
TRIBE.
ELECTED BY
ment one-fifth in the Three Litiks
American League.
no
Building property. Each lodge has
Chicago and Boston (rain);
ami.11111111111111111111111111111E1111111111111111111111
Fee,it win certainly tia•nreat you. selected one representative to repre- game
sent its stock. They are P. J. Beck•
Committee Is Appointed to Take
Morgan,
enbach Mangum; William
E
H
R
Charge of Interstate Celebration
Ingleside, and J. M. Cockrell, En- Cleveland
0 12 4
The Farms Original
Jtily 4, 190S.
RUDY PHILLIPS & ()O.'S
campment. They Will meet this even- Washington
0 7 0
ing with Attorneys Clare & Ross and
JULY REDUCTION SALE.
Batteries- Liebhardt and Clarke;
formulate a resolution that the board Smith and Ileydon.
of directors of the buildleg company
Game called in 12th inning on acevenOtega tribe of Red Men lest
shall consist of five members and count of darkness.
ing installed officers elected several THREtD IS TO COST TEN CENTS.
will elect directors accordingly.
weks ago. The meeting was largely
R H E
and
hours.
several
lasted
attended
Price of Cotton Soon to Be Boosted
Why is Sugar Sweet?
6 6 1
Detroit
Refreshments were served and the inAgain by tbe Combine.
the
If sugar did not dissolve in
1 6 2
Philadelphia
stallation made a very entertaining
mouth you could not taste the sweet.
Batteries-Donovan and Schmidt:
one.
CHILL
TASTELESS•
New York July 20.-Cotton thread GROVE'S
DYgert, Craig; Bartley and Powers.
Messrs. J. J. Freundlich, D. A.
until a short time ago the most stable TONIC is as strong as the strongest
Cross, .1. S. Ross and Henry LehnIn price of all the samples, selling the bitter tonic, but you do not taste the
R H E
Games Called
hard were appointed at committee to
a spool, is bitter because the ingredients do not St. Louis
4 7 1
Sunday arrange for the meeting of the Inter- country over for 3 cents
Saturday
to be advanced again, so that the re- (dissolve in the mouth, but do-dissolve New York
9
5 41
m.
p.
3
4 p. m.
state Association of Red Men here
tail price will be 10 cents. On May readily in the acids of the stomach.
Stevens;
and
Batteries-- Pelty
Admission • 25c and 35c
July 4, 1908. The committee will
which Is just as good for Grown People as C.hesbro and Kieinow.
29 there was an advance
begin at once to arrange preliminarbrought the market price to 6 and 7 for Children. The First and Origiies and devise means to raise funds
cents. Cotton thread for domestic nal Tasteless Chill Tonle, The StandJAPANESE SEAL POACHERS.
to makethe meeting a memorable one.
4
use is manufactured almost exclusive- ard for 30 years. 50c.
ly by the combine. Increased cost of
The Manning Seizes Two Schooners
Many tale, are told by travelers
raw material and an advance in
and Arrests the Crews.
at a Picnic.
Trouble
of the wonderful skill of the Algerwages Is the reason givensfor the
Washington, July' 20.- The State
Three warrants were served on
ians in handling rifles. The native
contemplated increase in price. In- Buff Robertson, colored, at the city department has been Informed that
Algerians would rank with our exmanufacturers declare jail yesterday afternoon by Constable the revenue cutter Manning, ott the
dependent
pert rifle shooters.
that neither of the reasons is good, A. C. Shelton. charging him with dis- 5th instant, seized two Japanese
for whei cotton was selling much
high- fishing schooners, the Nitto Meru and
P1111111111111■111EIME111111111111111.11111Mmemee higher than it is now thread retailed charging a pistol on the public
a deadly the Kaimo, near the boat landing,
way, carrying concealed
for 5 cents.
weapon and with flourishing a re- within about a mile of the seal isvolver. It is alleged the offense was land of St. Paul. Both of the vessels
The Originals,
committed several days ago on Said were fully equipped for sealing and
had
"Noah," said Mr. Darwin, "why road in the county at a picnic. He there was evidence that they
didn't you take a pair of mastodons will be tried after he serves out a been plying their craft, in the shape
Into the ark with you? It would have city jail sentence for
of of fresh sealskins in the small boats.
breach
been interesting tp preserve them peace.
If you need a cook, a house gini
A new electric furnace for deterfor the Modern zoos."
or house boy call old phone
mining the fusion points of refracthe patriarch
"Yes," answered
509-r. We have a good list (it
tory substances has been constructed
"and I intended to do it. But It was
WAIT FOR IT
house servants always. We can
at Hanau by W. C. Heraens. Its esthis way. I got all the animals in
also furnish colored laherers
sential part is a tube of irdium fourbut a pair of hogs and a paid of maseicontractors.
of an inch thick and an inch
fifths
togoing
of
instead
And
todons.
Wednesday
and
Monday, Tuesday
For all things come to him who and three-afths in dlameter, and in
gether, the hogs took an end seat
23rd.
July
wails. Tuesday,
this temperature between 1,500 and
apiece, and the Mastodons couldn't
be
can
2.000 degrees centimeter
get in."
maintained fo rany length crf time.
Which was the origin of the
Old Phone 5994
I
spleces.--Cleveland Leader.
RUDY PHILLIPS 4 CO.'S
A little learning is dangerous if you
11
8
Kentscky
Prices 10c and 20c
JULY REDPCTION SALE.
a• %are alarming to get to heaven by deOur !d en of a loafer is a man who
grees
rests before he gets tired

Commonwealth Life Ins. CO.

prices and
e them.

°able

1

Cleo. A. Gardner
Residence Phone 134'-r.i.

Cleo. W. Kattorjohn
Residence Ptione 1221.

PADUCAH PAVING CO.
CONTRACTORS
tiranitoid and Artificial Stone Curbing and Walks, Cellar Floors,
. Steps and Buttresses,
Anything in cement constriction we do it. Estimates furnished.

Office 642 Broadway. Phone 113-a.

BASEBALL NEWS

Louisville,Ky,
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I
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COMING!
Boston Bloomers
Saturday and Sunday
July 20 and 21

Grocery and Meat Market
Removed
To the Public:
now doing business in the Lally stand, corner Tenth
and Thimble streets, in the store recently occupied by Jake
Biederman. I have a brand new stock of the best Pure Food
Groceries, and in connection a
I atrl

BUTCHER St-10P
You can provide your table with the choicest at my store. I
have sold my stock in the Kirchhoff stand. Extending to all an'
invitation to All on me at my new store, I remain yours truly,

HENRY SNYDER
Tcnth and

Trimble.

Boston Bloomers
Vs
Paducah Independents

FREE SHOW

This is the season when
whisky is used frequently for
medicinal purposes.

-AT--

Wallace Park
8:15

Moncrief Stock

EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE

In the

CASINO

"QUEEN'S EVIDENCE"

Johnstin & Reynolds
Amin.

I.

Fashion's newest
golden brown oxfords, both women's and men's,
at

$3.00 and $3.50
a

pair.

We are agents for

the celebrated,
guaranteed never
to rip Sweet-Orr
Union Made
Trousers.

Early Times
And

Jack Beam
Bottled in Bond

Nine summers old, will meet
all the requirements.

•

i

Get Busy! Come and Bring Your Frien ds
Oxford
Buy goods while you can get them at low prices. An extraordinary sale of the finest, exquisitely stylish Voile Skirts, Our July, Slipper and
savings are bringing throngs. Are you among them. Great bargains in White Lawn, white embroidered, White Net and White China Silk Waists.
.

-I,
SUMMER MILLINERY
BEAUTIFUL STYLES.
. Warm weather makes no ri.fferenee
here. We are stili producing novel
ideasevery day. legeornts, excellent
quality, We are shaping them into
the most stunning hats for women
and misses. The prices are marvels
of cheapness. A big supply of rough
straw sailors, black and white, at
prices to pletrac you.
sILKS.
Silks have dropped in erases for
next week.
This applies to colored Taffetas.
and
colored Chinas and to Illack
white Silks.

DRESS FABRICS. WASH DRESS GOODS CARRY BARGAIN PRICES.
The prices are off. The values are
Sc
3 7-8e a yard.
Lawns
remarkable.
ke Dimities Sc a yard.
$1.25, good for /15c a yard.
20c Organdies 9c a yard.
Some $1 values for 59c a yard.
35c vard wide White Dress LinSome 50c values for 35c a yard.
,
25c a
WOMEN'S
yard'
N'S PARASOLS AND NO- en'
TIONM.
, A GREAT SHOWING OF ()CORSET
The colors are white and chain- COVERS. DRAWERS, 14RIRT"ND
Selene. Have been $1.50. Next week NIGHT GOWNS.
we
95c.
At much lower prices than
Salta, Combs, Fans, Collets. Rage, could own them at the present high
bares, Embroideries. Handkerchiefs, cost of the Materials out of which
Summer Gloves and other hot weatb- they are made. Bu y them now while
er things, are temptingly priced here you can get them a t our prices Is the
ad-monition we offer you.
for next week.
EASHIONABLF:

MATTINGS AND CARPETS.

OVERALLS, SHIRTS, HATS,
Need a Matting, a Drugget, a Car.
exceptional
them
You will find
,
Another big stock of the celebrat- pet.
values and not to be had just any.
a
where and everywhere at our prices. ed, guaranteed not to rip, Garter's
If it's a Drugget, $3 will be knock.
That is if you are a judge Of quailed off the price:
Overalls, at
ties. 9c, 10e, 12 1-2c, 15c and 2bc.
union-made Railroad
$13.50 Drugget for $10-60
.
$20.00 Druggets for $17.00.
LADIES' HOSE.
80c a pair, Instead of SC
$21.00 Druggeta for $18.00.
5 A r German made Lace Lisle
Showing Men's $1 Shirts at 69e,
If you prefer a Velvet Ce'rpet take
women's Hose; 35c or 3 pairs for $1.
one (Or 69e. 79c, or 55e, worth up
fe NE-Is'OURTH OFF,
50c Shirts at 39c.
to $1.25 a yard.
the price of any suit of clothes
Men's Handsome Straw Hats at a
If a cool Matting is preferable,
you may -buy here ,next week. This
one for
11 1-2c• 14c• 17c•
take
arplies to Men's Suits, Boys' Snits, saving of 25c and 5(le each; $1.50
18 1-2c and 25c a yard worth up to
Knee Pant Suits and Boys' Washable
36c.
Hata et $1. $1 Hats at 75c.
Suits.
LADIES' SUMMER VESTS,

Or

Harbour's Department Store

North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY

4
,
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to know their value.

All Hats-$5,

price,-to close out, half price.
/

Ono lot Hats. Tailored or Fancy ereations

Flowers of every

description

and

50c-to close at

2.Se

One lot of Wire Frames- to close out
10c

,at

One lot of Sun Bonnets and Garden

goods made for serviceable skirts-a 50c value to close for 38e a yard.
These ought not to last a day at these prices.
15 pieces stylish Check Dress Goods, 36 inches wide. la all the dissemble
small and broken checks--nothing better for traveling dresses, or sepa84k7
rate skirts-a 50c value to close at, a yard
Sox, sizes 4 to 5, colors tan, black and white, to
e "ati,nalnpa
Alobsar
h
Cirtldren's
Sc
close

Hats, to close at .... Half Price.

these silks at once.
3 pieces strictly all silk Polka Dot Foulard, brown and blue, a r,oc value
37c
for, a 'yard
closat
sale
this
in
stock
silk
entire
our
from
ends
and
odds
All the

All Children's Hats to close at....
Half Price.

ing prices,

Waist

flows

hO

Per

Rope Portiers Reduced.

Cotton Warp

:wettings I9c.

Vudor Chair

cent O.

gausei-all eaoi Saxony Rugs,
$8.00 Curtains
,Fifty patterns in all colors

We have a large assortment

6.00 Curtains

A delightful piee3 of porch

4.0e
furniture, instantly

of these boxes and also bam-

4.00 Curtains

3.2.

boo tabourettes and hassocks,

3.00 Curtains

2.5e

which we will close at a re-

2.90 Curtains

1.65

duction of 20 per cunt.

1.50 Curtains

1.15

of oer finest 2F'e Itne rod ,iced

in this sale to

.7enni4 Soods
at Wkolesale Yriees
Zarefoot :Sandals
at
Wholeaale Vriee$
oee .9.7teoe
*eat 'Inapt
•

to

a chair,

for

a small

from haniniock
solid

comfort

!iluse and ?gang
le: esttt't Advertise

reversable,

better than

brussels,

;(ot Values in Yootwear
69c buys Man's High Cut Rubber Bottom Shoe.
59c buys Boys' High Cut Rubber Bottom Shoes.
60e buys Boys' Low Cut Rubber Dot-tom Shoes.
48c buys Youths' Low Cut Rubber Bottom Shoes.
65c buys better grade Barefoot Sandal, sizes 5 to 8.
The buys better grade Barefoot Sandal, sizes 9 to 11.
85e buys better grade Barefoot Sandal, sizes 12 to 2.
65e buys Barefoot Sandal, sizes 5 to 8.
75e buys Barefoot Sandal, sizes 9 to 11.
85c buys Barefoot Sandal, sizes; 12 to 2.
38c buys Infants' Soft Sole Slippers In colors, sizes I to 5.
Vic buys Child's Dongola Ankle Strap; regular 5ee goods.
50c buys the softest, nicest shoe, lac:, or button, in market.
2 and 6; were $1.00,
/
50e buys Child's Kid Oxford, sizes 5, 61
$1.19 buys Man's Linen Shoo, cheapat $1,50.
$1.19 htlys *Man's Linen Oxford, cheap at $1.50.
$1.60 6-tiys Man's White Duck Shoe, cheap at $2.00.
01.50 lakes, while they last, Woman's Pat Colt or Oxford were $2.50 and $3 00
$2.25 bur; Line Woman); Gun Metal Oxford,'our $3.00 grade.
$1.16 buys Line Patent Gibson Ties, cheap at $1.5.e.
$1.25 buys Line Woman's School Heel Dongola, cheap at $1.50.
$2.50 buys Woinan's Patent Colt (Ward, one of our best $3.00 makes
We sell them as advertised. In some styles sizes are broken.

lug Ix
_Line Infants' and Children's Red Shoes. lac: or button; beautlea
Our baskets are full of odds and ends at half price.
••••••••••/••

wear
worth

$1.00-A large lot of those
remnant
quette,

9'2•50.

'Our 5Iid3ummer
Vlearance dale

'fur
Ready-to-wear
Department

Women'a Zargaino

'9w111 9ay to Jae

adjusted

9x12 feet,

*11.50,

ost

•

We have a few fine silk and embroidered Swiases, goods suitable for
evening dresses, etc., that are worth from 90c to 50c a yard, the choice
will be given you for 38c a yard in this sale
20 pieces fine linen finish sheer Lawns, in neat, small figures, all colors, a
10c
20c valtielor, a yard
10 pieces fine satin stripe Madras, white ground. small dots or stripes, for
10c
shirt waists, dresses, etc., a 15c value for, a yard
40 pieces fine printed Batiste, white and colored grounds, all colors --this
10e
season's most desirable wash goods-a 15c value to close for , a yd
10 pieces Navy Blue and Black Mohairs, 36 Inches--one of the. best

kinds-Bunches worth from $1 to

9 pieces Corded Japanese Silks in white and colors, 25c value for,
25 pieces Fancy Dress and Plaid Silks, worth from $1.40 to $1.0') a
yard, to close at 78c a yard. We offer you in this lot of Silks :he choicest
qualities and designs sold this season. If you want a waist, or dress, see

4'

Al! of our 25c 36-inch colored Dress Linens to close at 15c a yard.

dark or light, sold for $5

to $1& for this sale

One piece 48 in. all silk Black Grograine Grenadine, a $1.50 value for, a
irsc
yard

14„..

$10 to $15 regular

Buy your silk dress, lining, or underwear from this

$1.00 Silk Crepe de Chines for 78c, all colors; the very best goods
made. Especially suited for evening, reoeption or dinner dresses.
49e
75c Crepe'do Chines for
An all silk Crinkled Crepe, In complete line of colors
50c
One piece 48 in. all silk Black Grenadine, a $1.00 value for, a yard

41

The value was not considered in making these prices. Many of them
are less than half- they are all priced so you can afford to buy them for
future, or present use:
26 pieces tine quality Chiffon Liaise, all the colors in neat stripes and small
checks--this is one of this season's most sought-for dress goods --worth
ISe
35c and 25c a yard, for
50 pieces Simla silk-looks like and sears better than silk-small checks
and stripes. a 25c value for, a yard
20 pieces fine check, plaid and stripe Zephyr Ginghams-just what you
115c
will need for children's dresses, house dresses, etc., 25c value, yard

in thi6 Vitt'

sale.

•,:,;;•
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Die reate4t Reduction
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Shirt

that reason we are going to make such possible.
Of course there will be many things here
during this sale that cannot be enumerated on
this sheet, and for that reason we want you
to come to the city and do your shopping
personally, and to gain this end we are going
to pay the railroad fare, each way, of those
ladies living within a raidus of fifty miles,
corning to the city during this sale and purchasing of as $25.00 or more. If its impossible for you to come, we offer you the
next best-Our Mail Order Depaitment.

yor the 'fine ecum, lull( 23rd to 31s1

Don't lose sight of the fact that the prices quoted you are for the beat
qualities. We want you to know and feel that every article you buy from
us is the best of its kind made we place quality above eveuthing in our
store. These prices, you know, are low and the qualities are the best:
30c Solid Colored TaffetalPfor 68c--all the very best qualities made.
all colors. We believe this the best value you have ever had offered you.
75c Solid Colored Taffetas for 49r. You will have to see these Silks

-.p'.4

-.*..

Annual )tilq Vlearance Sale

`Clearance 6ale of 6ilks
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We want every woman within the radius of
fifty miles of Paducah to get some of the
benefit of this great Reduction Sale, and for
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TUESDAY

You have heard all about high prices
Now is your chance to buy summer, seasonable goods at prices which will be satisfactory to all.
are going still higher, and the best thing for you to do now is to follow our
that are now Prevailing. Well, just take it from us that they
and the other fellow will have to pay the
example---anticipate your wants and buy at every opportunity like this one, then you will be prepared
first of the season sold better quality at lower prices, with larger
high price. We were Prepared on the articles offered in this sale, and at the
assortment than you could find elsewhere.
left- -goods that had we to buy
Now,of course to do this---carry the largest assortment---we now naturally have some of the assortments
beginning of the season, but you know our capacity; we have not the room
today would cost more money than we sold at first price at the
out now at greatly reduced prices:
and can't carry over besides that is not our policy, we are going to close them
bargains here that are not in this ad.
Come down early Tuesday morning, be here when the doors open-8:30. There will be lots of
you.
Read over each item quoted below, mark the ones you want to see, and bring ad along with

liii

-••

'fine dais of exceptiogal prieo,
beginning Julq 23rd

Seginning )ulq 23rd and lasting
nine (Luis
Our Mail order Department during this sale will take pleasuie in filling all orders sent in for the bargains
by those who are unable to attend
this great reduction sale, and the
young lady in charge will use as much
discretion in her selection as you
would. So if you can't get here,
read over this ad and make a list the
things you want and send it to us.
We will do the rest promptly and
satisfactorily.

•

8:30

1

Underwevr
5(uslin

rugs

made of mo-

velvet

and brussels,

2 yds, inig and fringed.
1
1/

Summer Curtains.

Lace Curtains.

$3.00-One lot, four patterns,
silk mixed curtains in beautiful stripe patterns, worth up
to $6.00.
SIA0--One lot, two patterns,
stripe scrim curtains, worth
$2.00.
$1.50-Jap silk and silk stripe
madras piano scarfs, beautiful
fringe, all colors, worth up to
83.50.

65c---One lot 3 yd. lengths
white curtains worth 85c
2 yd length
/
111.00-One lot 31
curtains worth $1.50.
SIAO-----One lot cable not curtains worth $2.0!) and $2.50.
'2.00-One lot Scotch net curtains worth $2.50 and $3.00.
$3.150- -One lot madras and
cable net curtains worth $6.e.0
and $6.00.

• • •
In this sale we put a price on all !rummer goods that will wove them at once, You must remember
that we leave three more months that Melte goods can be worn, and they are positively the best bargains that
can be shown you.
This department always carries only the latest style and beat material. You can buy with confidence
here at all times, and when we price you 1431s class of goods at half, or less than their value, you buy
genuine bargains.
Ready made White Trimmed Lawn Dresses, this season's'
best styles, ranging In price from $18 to
$9.50, all sizes, at one-half price. Just think of this, a $9.50 suit for $4.75, less than the material would cost.
Eight stylish Wool Suits from $17.50 to $25 If you intend to take a trip these suits are exactly what
you will need. You can buy one for $9.95. Choice of any Wool Suit in our house for
so.93.
30 Wool Skirts --Light Greys. Tans, Blues and Blacks, worth $5.9%1 to $3.50, your choice for . . $2.93.
36 Flee Tailor-Made Skirts, light and dark Greys, Rrowns and Blues, worth from $10 to $8.50, your
choice for
..
Choice of any of our fine -lingerie Waists, all this season's best styles, all sizes, one-third off regular
price.
Buy your Waists for this seasan now, you will not get such a chance again,
During this sale we will place on sale our entire line of Muslin Underwear ,at Money Saving Prices.
We quote you the following prices:
Drawers, made of good quality domestic, tucked flounce
_ Drawers of domestic, flounce, hemstitched tucks
114.c
Ladies' Drawers of domestic, deep Aounce, hemstitched Melts and deep flounce hemstitched, tucks and embrodery trimming
50c and 73c.
Ladies' Drawers, made of good quality domestic, deep Bounce, with tucks and embrodery--cut extra sizes.03e
Ladles' Muslin Gowns, tucked yoke, cut full
50c.
Muslin Gowns, yoke tucked, with embroderv trimming
7:$c.
Ladies' Muslin Gowns, low neck, embroidery and bias fold yoke
$1.90.
Ladles' Gowns, made of bong Cloth, embroidery or lace trimmed
$1.50 to .5.50
Ladies Skirts, made of.good quality domestic, deep tucked floitece
30c
Ladies' Skirts, made of good quality eomestic, deep flounce with embroldtry trimming'
75c to $1.00.
Ladles' Muslin Skirts, deep flounce, two bands lace insertion and edge
$1.50
Ladies' Corset Ceverk made of domestic, lace trimmed
2.5c.
Corset covers, made of domestic, lace
50r. trimmed
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P. it. FISHER, President.
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Metered at the posfolace at Paducah,
Ky., as second class matter.
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THE DAILY BUN
By carrier. per week
.le
By mail, per month in advance
.26
By mail, per year, in advance
$1.50
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Per year. by mall. postage paid $1.00
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teuipemeuted the Republican
genera; council on its purchase.
If he News-Democrat thinks there
is anething lacking, or crooked, or
overdone or underdone In the management of the Paducah city lighting
plant, please let it remember that
the plant is managed by Democrats
and always has been. They are responsible for conditions. The Repub- Reason We Could Not Land
lican general council was only
reBig Dark Tobacco Meet
sponsible for purchasing machinery,
which the superintendent said reduced the cost of operating.
The truth is that the present city
Local Association Officer% Preparing
administration is persona non grata
to Attend Annual Barbecue of
with the faction of the Democratic
Organization.
party to which the News-Denaocra:
adheres, and it is shooting at the adnonistratian over the shoulders of
the Republicans.
RECENT SALES AT WAREHOUSE.

TO CCO MARKET
IS FOR GUTHRIE

IN THE COURTS
Boy Is Dimalasd.
Magistrate John J, Bleich, acting
as county court Judge in the absence
of Judge R. T. Lightfoot, yesterday
afternoon dismissed Sydney Howell,
16 years old, charged with stealing
clothes from J. H. Harrison. The
boy came here from Mississippi and
was dismissed with the understanding that be leave the city at once,
which he promised to do.

'71

Fourth Week of Our

Big Reduction Sale
The biggest saving for our customers we have offered yet
and would be glad to have you call and let us show you.

Payne & Young. Chicago and New
York. representatives.
Inspecting Reads.
THE SUN can be found at the following places:
Magistrates
Rawlinson
Bleich,
R. D. Clements & Co.
and Broadfoot have finished inspectVan Culin Bros,
Y! has abdicated the Korean
Palmer House.
ipg roads in the Sixth, Seventh and
throne. Li would probably be more
John Wilhelm.
magisterial districts.
Eighth
They
in sympathy with Japanese InstituPaducah stands no chance to get
find them generally good, but where
.1
tions.
the headquarters of the Dark TobacImprovements are considered advisco Growers' association of Kentucky,
able, make notes and when the entire
114
That Californian who suggests Tennessee and Virginia, according to
40
.
I
county is inspected, will present a
•
buying warships with Standard Oil statements from local officers in the
full report.
fines and calling them for prominent association. The Commercial club has
SATURDAY, JULY 20.
$300 Beds
$2.40
,
New bicycles at, low
names in the indietnaeluts, ehould been working to this end but the poDeeds
Filed.
4,00 Beds
sition
as
..
Paducah
3.20
holds in the scale of
have spelled it "John Dough", inCIRCULATION STATEMENT.
tobacco markets for the ashociation, e. .C. T. Treeheart to Eula Allen.
4 stead of "Doe."
5.00 Beds
4.00
in
extaken
bicycles
Old
property
in
the
county,
3189.
will prevent the securing of the asJune, 1907.
8.00
'Beds
6.40
Maggie Schroeder to W. V. 'Eaton
change for new ones.
state sociation headquarters.
Plans of • pie Republican
property on Jefferson street between
00
Beds
10
8.00
committee indicate the nature of the
$6.00 Morris Chairs..$ 4.50
While Paducah is among the two
I
3949
IS
3938 campaign that is to be waged, and or three big markets of tobacco In Fourteenth and Fifteenth streets.
12.00
Beds
9.60
$10 Morris Chairs.....
7.50
$
3913
17
3955 the Democratic "spread eagle" ora- the world, as a market for the dark $1,e00.
Cecil Reed, M. C., to W. F. Hoer$12 Morris Chairs......
4
3950
9.00
18
3937 tors will be compelled to overhaul tobacco association it ranks several
Mohday, Tuesday and Wed6
3916
19
3932 their stock phrases and dust off their notches below the top. Guthrie, the ber, property at Boyd and Tenth
$16 Morris Chairs._
1
2.00 nesday, Jury 22, 23 and 24, we
streets,
$2,525,
e
2,0
3919
3,
135 vocabularies for the coming contest. present headquarters of the associa$20 Morris Chairs- 16.00
Lula W. Dunn to Sherrell-Rusiell
7
3981
we will sell any picture in the
21
3957 All the old line speakers of the Re- tion, probably is as large a market
July 22, 23 and 24 we will
a
3981
22
3956 publican party, and younger men, for the association's tobacco, as Pa- Lumber company, property in the Ter
for
house
sell any
rell
addition,
$900.
3945
:0
24
3955 who have yet their records to make, ducah. and Clarksville and SpringJohn J. Keithly and others deed to
11
-4049
25
3945 will appear in every county in the field, Tenn., and Hopkinsville all are
$1.50 Rug for
$ .98
12
4038
26
3940 ,state. This is not to be a perfuncto- larger.
Before the headquarters John Dipple, property in the Norton
$3.00
Rug
North
Star
2.25
Refrigerators,
'Lawn
$1.00
Pictures
$
.67
13
27
3894
3944 ry campaign. Willson and Breathitt would come to Paducah, it would addition. fl and other considerations
...
Rog
Settees,
Lawn
3.48
$450
Chnirs
and
Lawn
Pictures_
1.50
......
28
3969
14
1.00
3954 nd Cox and the others of the same have to wrest the positions held by
Marriage Licenses.
t9
Swings. You who have been 2.00 Pictures
3942 •spirit and forensic ability 'will push these towns, in the amount of the asCome in and see our new
1.34
Leonard
White to Sadie Clark,
enemy's
into
country.
the
tight
he
product
sedation's
handled.
Total
98.8.34
waiting for bargains can' now 4.00 Pictures
cloth, "Brenlin." Best
shade
_
267
Harry Frizell to Ella Bissell, col0
J. W. Morton, chairman of the McAverage for June, 19(16
4072
get
quick.
Come
them.
Pictures_
market.
5.00
_.........,
the
in
3.34
ored.
The Courier-Journal in an editorial Cracken county executive committee
Average for June, 194)7
3953
Personally appeared before me, ' n the change of city administration of the Dark Tobacco Growers' assoIn County Court.
part
this July 1, 19.07, E. J. Paxton, gen- n Louisville, extends to each ousted ciation, will leave the latter
W. Nance was granted a license to
oral manager of The Sun, who at- fficehokier, "a treasure of sympathy of next week for Guthrie to attend
ICE
firms that the above statement of the 1 roportionate to his loss." Since the the meeting of the executive com- peddle merchandise in McCracken
criculation of The Sun for -the month ] ajority of them could scarcely mittee for the whole association. county today.
CREAM
M June, 1907, is true to the best of 'flake an honest living outside thetr Subjects of great importance to the
i tikes, the heart of Henry Watterson association will be discussed.
The
FREEZERS
In Police Court.
his knowledge and belief.
i uust be overflowing with sympathy. meeting will last two days.
Charles Briggman, watchman on
PETER PnlYEAR,
Notary Public.
A. N. Veal, salesman for the as- the Paducah dry docks, was held r'
Every year finds the river trip be- sociation here, held sales this week over this morningo by Police Judge
Illy commission extent; January
Ieening more and more popular. Peo- in which 250 hogsheads of tobacco D, A. Cross for malicious shooting
12, 1908.
1 le living on the great inland water- were sold, at prices up to any reach- with intent to kill. He is charged
talus Tuesday, and his train was de- and Sakillo In the St, Louis and Ten,rays have :earned that they have the
layed.
ed this year. There is no prospect of with shooting Riley Turner whom he
nessee river trade, blow two lang and
Daily Thought.
I heapest kind of summer pleasure, a slump in quotations on tobacco.!had left in charge of the
The City of St. Joseph will be left two short blasts; the Kentucky and
docks on the
Wherever souls are being tried and i est and recreation at their very elThe associations here is bolding 200 1 night of July 4. Turner claims the
into the river this afternoon
and Clyde in the Paducah and Tennessee
ripened, in whatever commonplace i 0W8. There Is nothing else so restwill be ready to leave for Memphis river trade
or more hogsheads of Italian toban assault with pistol was unprovoked.
blow
one long, two
and homely ways, there God is hew- I ul as the lazy life of a passenger on
when the cylinders are bored at the short and one long blasts: the Dick
co. These will be sold when the mar- and the defendant claims that Turner
Ing out the pillars for His temple.- .1 river steamer. The very motion ret
foundry. Barges are being repaired Fowler in the Cairo trade blows one
ket is judged to be favorable.
attacked Mrs. Briggman and knocked
Phillips Brooks.
I he boat is soothing. Lacking the
at the ways now.
long blast. and the Joe Fowler and
Itiver Stages.
her down and was comint towards
I isagreeable features of ocean and
The John Hopkins arrived from the John Hopkins in the Evansville
him in a threatening manner when he Cairo
WAIT
HAVE
TO
DON'T
YOU
28.0
1.4
rise
1 ake travel, the river trip cuts one
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
Every dole makes you feelbetter. Liz-Foe shot. Briggman is a Swede and Chattanooga
4.9 1.3 fall Evansville today having got on time trade blow an extra long blast: the
Peters Lee and the Georgia Lee in
For Governor-Augustus E. WEI- :ff from telephones, telegraph and keeps year whole insides right. Sold on the could not talk intelligibly, his testi- Cincinnati
18.7 0.2, rise by skipping a trip.
nails for long intervals and awakens money-back plan everywnere. Price 50 cents.
The Peters Lee will arrive this af- the Memphis-Cincinnati trade, blow
son. of Lorisville.
mony being very confused.
Evansville
15.5
0.0
at'd
t sense of abstraction from the busy
ternoon or tonight from Cincinnati two long and three short blasts; the
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H. ,
Other cases: W. M. Berry, disor- Florence ......
3.6 4).9 fall
world at home. One is compelled to
and leave 'immediately for Memph,is. Buttorff and Dunb'ar in the PaducahDon't Want Home-Just Reg.
Cox, of Mason county.
derly conduct, filed away; H. Diu Johnsonville
6.5 0.0 st'd
ive up to languor. There's no need
If the water gets any lower in the Nashville trade blow one long, two
For
Attorney
General-James I
Professional beggars do not bother geld, breach of the peace, continued; Louisville--Missing
4 f a Carlsbad with the Ohio, TenCumberland, the Bob Dudley proba- short and one long blasts; the ChatBreathitt, of Christian county.
Kelley Fitzgerald, colored, disorderly Mt. Carmel
10.0 /.4 lege
i essee and Cumberland rivers flowing Will Thompson, keeper of the county
bly will come out in place of the Dun- tanooga and Joe Wheeler In the PaFor Auditor-Frank P. James, of
Babe Jacobs Nashville
poor farm, that is not more than conduct, continued;
7.9 11 rise
I ast to the quiet land ot peace and
tab
bar next week. It is not known lane- ducah-Chattanooga trade blow
Mercer county.
Petit
larceny,
recognized
wide
him
a
give
to
then
they
and
appear
once;
Pittsburg
10.3 3.1 fall other
E leep. There is the rush and turmoil
the Cumberland river packet long and three short
blasts; the
For Treasurer-Capt. Edwin Farin before the grand jury if summoned; St. Louis
25.4 0.4 fall
ad changing of cars to reach sum- berth. This morning he stood
will arrive Monday or Wednesday.
George Cowling in the Paducah-Meley, of McCracken county.
15.0 0.4 rise
1 ier resorts. There is the necessity of front of the Matel-Efinger undertak- 3W. Harvey, disorderly conduct, $e Mt. Vernon
The Chattanooga will arrive Sun- tropolis trade blows one long and two
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben
and
costs.
known
beggar
well
a
shop
and
ing
Paducah
15.5 1.3 rise day night from Chattanooga after an
resting for the crowds and the conshort blasts; the Royal in the PadttI.. Bruner, of Hart county.
stent reminder of life's busy cares in on the streets, pretending to be blind.
absence of two weeks, and the Ten- cah-Goloonda trade blows one long,
For Superintendent of Public In- t
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
he presence of a multitude. But the asked for assistance.
Bed luck has delayed the depart- nessee river is expected to be at a two shorts and one long blast; the
aructiea-J. S. rabbe, of Boyd t.iver trip begets a feeling of helpless
Palmer-G. H. Pike, Mayfield: B. ure of the Lyda for the Cumberland stage ter another trip to Chattanoo- ferryboat Bettie Owen blows two long
"Come, go with me, and I will give
:ounty.
1 responsibility, that doctors know to you a place to rest the remainder of Hersburg, Si. Louis: L. H. Jacobson, river again. While
blasts. The towboats blow as follows:
crossing the river ga next Wednesday.
For Commissioner of Ageiculture t e a nerve building and a tonic.
your days," he stated. The beggar Cleveland, 0.; J. R. Stagg, Cincin- yesterday with the tow of empties,
-N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
Bob Knight, second engineer ea Ayer-Lord boats, one long and two
looked at him for a while and *Carte- nati; Rue Powell, Bandana; J. M. the Lsda went aground on the point
the Kentucky, Is off on a vacation for short blasts; Holcomb-Hayes boats,
For Clerk of Court of AppealsMcGee, La Center; J. W. Bishop. Co- of the island and the "knees" of the
As usual Mayor Yeieer has scriptu- ed off.
two weeks, and Charles Mitchell will two long and two shcrt blasts: the
eapier Adams, of Pulaski county.
r 1 authority for
his recommends"Oh, I don't want to go to the lumbia, Tenn.; H. G. Leonard, Daw- head of the boat were broken off and take his place. Mitchell was mate on coal combine boat, one long and
For Legislature-George 0. Mct on. It was Solomon, who eald: "A poor house," he exclaimed, recogniz- son Springs: J. A. Hodge, Hender- damaged. The Lyda returned this
the Mary 'Michael when that towboat three short blasts; the West Kentuc3room.
,
son: Rid
Reed, Smith:and: J. S. morning and was repaired at the
f Ise balance is an abomination."
ing the county poor farm keeper for
broke its shaft in the Forked Deer ky Coal company, one long and one
davor
James P. Steith
Lawrence, Cadiz, Cadiz; J. W. Co- a-ays. This afternoon or Sunday the
short blast; St. Bernard Coal compawho he is.
river.
;By Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
burn, Memphis; C. M. Slocum, Alba- Lyda will get away' for the CumberThe Louisville Herald has it
ny,
one long and two short blasts;
"That's the way many of them do
?ity Treasurer
John J. Dorian e
secured
boat
hae been
so far to
No
n-Wh alien-Beckham-Knott." The me." Thompson declared. "They beg ny, N. Y.; H. E. Cassie, Carbondale, and river. John Winfrey was pilot.
the T. H, Davis, one long, two short
lity Clerk
Michael.
It
George Lehnhard t.
after
is
the
Mary
go
The Castalia with Mr. C. C Lord
oulsville Post says •'Kohn-Whallen- from habit. because I can give them
and one long blasts.
7ity Jailer
George Andrecht B
Belvedere--.E. P. Short, Roches- and other officers of the Ayer-Lord probable that the barges of logs wilt
eckham-not "
a home, the county judge has tried
!By Mx Assessor...Harlan Griffith
from
separately
the
brought
up
be
ter, N. Y.: H. Emery, Indianapolis; Tie company will return tonight from
A learned man of London in flto do so, mut they prefer to beg."
1:derrnen-T. C. Leech, Harry
R.
J. E. Henderson, St. 1.011115; W. P. a week's inspection trip ir the Ten- Mary Michael.
•
asking the recurring arnbldexrerity
Hank, G. M. Oehischlaeger, Jr., C. • The idea of"Ed eteeigh growing remThe
put
Nellie
into
the
was
river
lenthlemer, Cairo; J. M. Barry, Cai- nessee river. No other rivers will be
erase, says that this accomplishment
When a man is entitled to a lim11 iscent. If he doesn't cut that out
H. Chamben, W. T. Miller.
from the dry docks this afternoon at
ro;
H. W. MeMain, Louisville: visited at this time.
is quite comerion among idiots and
iquncilmen- Second ward, Al E. tl e young women will be asking him ited number of faults, but most men
Bruce Corbin, Lexington.
The Inverness of the Ayer-Lord the dry docks. The C. M. Pate will it is quite natural for weli-balance,J
exceed their limit.
Young: Third ward. C. L. Van Me- h Is age.
New Richmond-G. P. Cartwright, Tie company, will
arrive • Sunday be off next week. Captain Smith. of persons should ,use one limb more
ter: Fourth ward F. El, Johnston;
Chicago; Chirles Gray, Metropolis: night from the Cumberland river the Nellie, has much accumulated than the other.
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank MayThe choice of Judge E. Barry, ed- 11"solbrodirsiMbiratrollsordrsliass4
business waiting for him.
W. E. Oaten, Puryear. Tenn.; E. E. with ties.
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
it or of the Benton Tribune-DemoBurke, Carrsville: J. K. Lynn, East
The Savannah will arrive tonight
Two
"NeIlles"
are
in
the local hatchool Trustees- First ward, W. M. ci at, as president of the First disThe ancient city of Lyons, the
Prairie, Mo.; 0. J. Jennings, Mur- hor today. One is on the dry docks or Sunday morning from the Tenthird city in France, with a popula'Karnes: Second ward, W. J. Hills; tr let press organization insures its
ray; Lewis Adam, Portsmouth, 0.; getting repairs and the other is the DOSSOP river on the return trip to-St.
tion of 500,000, vies with Milan in
Third ward, H. 13
Wells and at ecess along those lines most conW. H. Phipps, Pulton; S. B. Buchan- mode of conveyance of the "Bloom- Louis
the world's ?silk indusry. No fewer
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward, ditrive to the real interests representan. Louisville; J. P. Barnett, Ledbet- er" girls
The
Nellie
arrived with
The City or &tittles left St. Louis ban 40,000 men, women and chilDr. C. G. Warner and C. (1. Kel- e(. Judge Barry puts energy and
ter; L. S. Maas, Mt. Vernon, Ill.
the girls last night from the Ohio yesterday afternoon and will arrive
ly: Fifth ward, I
dren are employed in he faeeries.
O. Walker: se rious enthusiasm Into every cause
river and will be here until Sunday here tonight or Sunday morning for
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed hi espouses. Mr. Lawrence has alnight.
Chief Orders Mayor to Clean Up.
the Tennessee river.
;Morris.
re ads established his eminent fitness
A. W. Wright, captain on the
Everybody looks alike to Fre Chief
Tee Harvester, Sam Clare. e. B.
YOU WILL LIRE IT
a• secretary.
James Wood, and this, does not ex- Cycle, returned yesterday from
an Williams and other big tee ooats, are
DOG EAT DOG.
cept the mayor. When it comes to eastern trip, taken with the Knights coming down on the crest of the rtse
Again the News-Democrat OwnTHE JOKESMTTH._
duty Chief Wood treats them all Templar. He saw all the large cities with Coal. They were at Louisville
les. The late Republican general
Why? !lyceum- it meet's you cave
alike, and handed the mayor a notice Of the east. the Jamestown exposi- yesterday.
4 Durk did not dump $18,000 into
Money on our seasonable goods
"Has he any expensive habits'?"
tion.
Niagara, and many sights not
The hand played gaily on the Dick
yesterday afternoon to clean up an
ii10 city lighting plant. The Remainthat you need today.
"One. He has been married four
down on the program. Major J. H. Fowler as that packet left for Cairo
attic.
The
note*
presented
was
to
in general (mince, tinder the lead- t,
mes." -Philadelphia Press.
Amheraft
has
made
three
this
trips
on
the
morning.
him
formally
by a member of the fire
rshlp of Alderenan Earl Palmer, deIf you wish to know what packet
department sent as a special messen- Clyde while Captain Wright was mak
lined to *tared for the dumping of
Latch Key Girl.
ger from the fire chief's office. The log his trip. Captain Wright woul Is at the wharf without going down
RUDY PHILLIPS & CO.'S
18.000, and thereby rought down
The girl with the latch
key is
to see, here are the keys: Each packnotice read the same as others, order- have been here to go out on th
pen the head of the leader the moo so
mething more than
a newspaper
'PLY REDUCTION SALE.
ing the mayor to at once remove ex- trip Wednesday. bed he has caught.4 . et, or packet line has its peculiar
Cloirrilotie attacks from the local e-,
ke.-Mrs. Lorin F. I/eland.
celsior, old boxes and other debris the cloudburst in the Virgljtla mn- whistle as follows: The Savannah
press. It is the vindication of AlderYou bet she isl
and trash In an attic of his property
man Palmer and the indorsement of
•••
sort of Joke's
That
at Fifth street and Broadway, over
the economical program of the ReThis is ehat one cut price
Alive today,
the Walker drug store,
publican general council In the purhales
mem n----4tne-Fifth Off
Tomorrow croaks
chase of equipment over which The
former prices.
But the latch key girl
Sun juhilates. With -the manner In
C'ow's Revival,
Has come to stay
Miss Birdie crow, a woman even"Mkt' the lighting plant is managed.
wear
And
she'll
3-piece
whiskers
All
suits
go.
Includgenet, is holding a most successful
end the failure to charge up "depreAnd "pants" some day
ing the•staple
blacks and
ciation and repairs". neither
the
meeting at
Grahamville, in
The
She'll smoke and drink
bluesSun nor the late Republican genera)
county. Miss Crow has held meetings
And bet and cuss
In McCracken county for three years
council hiis anything to do. The menAnd be just like
$30 suits
She Is noted for the plainness of her
agement of,the plant and the con$24 On
us.
The
rest of
S2S suits ......
trol of the funds appropriated for
statements and occasionally "takes
20.00
She Isn't built
ere snits ......
the h!de off" of her audiences. Many
the current expenses of the plant are
16.J0
Exactly for
$15.00 suits
conversions are reported from bet
In the hands of the Democrats and
12.00
The grave affairs
$10 suits ...,
always have been since the plant was
8.0e
racking. Colonel and Mrs. Bud Dale
Of state and war.
butte The Republican general counof the New Richmond House, with
Children's.
But what of that'?
several friends will go down to Gracil did not even have an thing to do
Her genius shines
with the erceition of the necessity for
haroville Sunday to spend the day
$4.80
Clean down a lot
1
new equipment; hut since it wee &and
bear Mee Crow preach.
6
7,. 4
01 suite
miits
4.00
Of other lines.
tided to retain the plant, the Demo$3 suits
2.40
Hall to the latch key ladyI
cratic officials, who have had charge
Horse Fell Dead From Beat
The coming times reVeal
of the plant and are responsible for
Lone Oak, July 20.-(SpecIallThe hand that spanks the baby
its condition, said new equipment
While returning from Paducah yesRunning the. automobile'
was necessary. it then was the duty
terday afternoon one of the horses pf
of the Republican general council to
York Sun.
James Carter; a merchant at Pottsasainma t.h,zrden of purchasing the
/pie, fell dead trom the heat at Sanapparatus, T e purchase was made,
"Good morning, Dowton: I hear
from Lone
urch
iles
BROADWAY
dy potio
hur mp
nt pfl
aidll.
u et
ao
M a leeitefosf than recommended, Hid you are engaged to Miss Rosenberg.
Carter is a merchant and had
to-**rues of the most peardlnistie Where is she now?"' Dowton- Oh,
ase moeto
bear
The result was that Use site is at home, congratulating hercamellia,
▪ The horse was a valuable,
1110
"
111111r41'1111111wwillowillower. animal.
mit of the lighting plait, Sell.
1

25 Per Cent
Discount

On all Morris and large
Leather Chairs.

Pig Stock of

120 Per Cent Discount

BicyclesandBicycle
Sundries
IRO l'srrBEDS

13.48

EXTRA SPECIAL

Rug Specials

BIG CUT ON

ONE-THIRD OFF

GLEAN/ES iSi SONS

•

416
Broadway

We Return
You 20 Cents
j On Every Dollar
1

•

From the Factory in Europe
Direct to Our Store

1

1

0
toltithRoliagg .11k

NOTHER import shipment of Fine Violins, Double
Bass Violins, Gut Strings, Bows, Clarionet Reeds
and other musical merchandise. There is no wholesalers'
profit on these goods, and you can buy them from us at
lower prices than such goods ever before sold in Paducah.

-' I
D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man
At Harbour's Department
Store

*Vase

•

Sebree, Elsie Hodge, Anabel Sebree
and Mr Fred Gilliam left today for
Dixon Spring*, ill., for a vise.
'Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Walton, 1238
Jefferson street, and Mrs. NV. M.
Carmen Meet.
Boldry, 1226 Monroe street, :eft to1164r
An interest:lag meeting of the
day for Dawson Springs for a week's
stay.
Brotherhood of Railway Carmen was;
Go To Dixon Springs.
Mrs. George leanster returned to held and last night at Twelfth street
Mrs. Jettle Hobson - and Mrs. Sebree and Mrs. Hodge chaperoned a her home in Frankfort today after and Broadway, and several excellent
speeches were heard. Elegant reparty to Dixon Springs, Ill., today. In' visiting Mrs. Charles Thompson.
Mr. Clarence Ogilvie will leavt. freshments were served.
the party were Misses Elizabeth Se-I
Speeches were made by Mr. Josbree, Rosebud and Lulls Hebson, El- Monday for a visit to Chicago, MilMr. waukee and other cities in the north eph Desberger, of the Retail Clerks'
sie Hodge, Sue Wheeler and
union; C. J. Lewis, of the Electrical
Richard Scott. A crowd of the young- on a two weeks' tree,
Mr. Silk Smith, of Waxahochle, Workers' union; L. B. Langston, of
er eociety boys will go tonight to the
Tex., arrived today to visit 'Mr. and the Carpenters' anion, and A. E.
dance.
Mrs. C. W. Ingram, at "Ingleside" on Young and E. M. Willis, of the Typothe Broadway road. Mrs. Smith has grapnical union,
Marry Tonight.
Corset Covers, made of nainsook, tucked back, lace and
-Mr. E. P. Lemaster, a prominent been here several weeks.
beading trimmed_______75C and $1.00
Supt. Egan Leaves,
Mr. S. D, Dalbey returned today
young man of Dover, Teem,. and Miss
Having by his own personal atLizzie Sexton, a popular young at- after a short busineas trip to MayLadies' Muslin Chemise, trimmed in small ruffle around
tention relieved the extreme congestache of the Michael Brothers store field.
_ 35C
neck.
'Mr. L. B. Hicks, Jr. left today for tions of Paducah yards, Superintendon lower Broadway, will be married
Muslin Chemise, yoke tucked and embroidery
this evening at 8:30 o'clock. The Henderson after a visit to his broth- ent A. H. Egan, of the Louisville ditrimmed__
50c and 75c
vision of the Illinois Central, has
Mr. R. B. Hicks.
ceremony will be performed at the
Nainsook Chemise, trimmed in lace and beading,
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Burkholder, gone to look after conditions elseresidence of the bride, 927 Clay
tucked yoke
$1 00
street, and will be witnessed by only 1728 Jefferson street. left today for where. As a switchman Mr. Egan 11:1 a few friends of the couple and the the Jamestown exposition, Wash- no equal, it is said, and his attention
is called to Paducah yards frequentimmediate family. Miss Sexton came ington and other cities in the east.
Miss Georgia Mosley left this af- ly because of the heavy income of
from luka several years ago and is
from every direction, Paducah
sell known and popular in Paducah. ternoon for Indianapolis for a three freight
being a hub for several divisions
weeks' visit.
They will live in Dover, Tenn.
IT IS COMING
Mrs. Ell Guthrie left today for handling many dozens of freight
Louisville for a visit to friends and trains daily. Today the yards preTuesday-With the final an
Professor Harry Gilbert will arrive
relatives. Before returning she will sented a different appearance. Switch
in today's paper.
tomorrow from Dallas, Tex., to visit
engines were still chuggipg away
visit relatives in Lebanon.
friends and relatives.
Miss Opal Payne, of Mayfield, ar- moving cars about the yards, and
Mrs. J. W. Rye went to Paducah
rived today to visit Mrs. Robert Da- long trains of cars continue to come
today on a visit to her brother-inRUDY PHILLIPS & CO.'S
in and go out, but the congested con.-For Dr. PencHey ring 416.
vis, 326 Harahan 'boulevard.
law, Mr. W. J. Rye. The family of
JULY REDUCTION SALE.
has re- dition and
blockades which
petty
- Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464;
Master Eimer Stewman
Mr. J. W. Rye will go to Paducah to
turned to his home in Carbondale af- have caused so many delays, are conoffice 175.
week.-Mayfield
reside in about a
ter visiting ,Master Cave Flowers, of spicuously absent.
--Oa account Of the rain the W.
Messenger.
South Thirteenth street.
0, W. will give their dance again at
Master James E. Robertson, 819
Had Narrow Escape.
Miss Blanche Mitchell returned to
Wallace park Thursday night, July
cursion train out of Fulton to Louis- North Sixth street, is visiting his her home in Providence after a visit
W. W. Jenkins, night yardmaster
25th.
ville by the Illinois Central, to ac- grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. P. H.
to Mrs. C. J. Mitchell, 1623 Harrison for the Illinois Central at Central
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Odd Fel- Pugh, of Ripley, Tenn.
commodate Masons and
City, narrowly escaped Instant death
m
street.
Broadway. Phone 196.
Mr. 'Robert E. Anderson will arrive
lows. He will return Tuesday. Prof.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Logan, 530 this morning while itepping front a
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozDeal will carry his full orchestra for tomorrow from Louisville for a week's North Fourth street, left today for running switch engine, and is laid op,
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
the occasion.
visit to Dr. J. M. Dismukes, of Ar- Kuttawa where they will join a fish- as a result, by a badly sprained an-Subscribe for the Circle. See
-A majority of local banks this cadia.
kle. Jenkins was on switch engine,
ing party for a trip.
Will Fisher or Melton Nauheine local
morning reported a shortage in silMies Elizabeth Kirkland, of Broad,
Master John Bottotely- returned to i No. 1722. hustling cars through h:a
agents.
ver and small change, and had mes- way, is visiting Miss Corinne Catlett his home today in Uniontown, after'yards. The engine was running at a
-We give you better carriage and sengers out on the streets trying to
at Eddyville. where she is one of a a visit to Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Willson, pret
fair clip when be left it. His
better service for the money than secure change. The supply was repleasant house-party being enter- 265 Clements street.
lteerperated.
a nkrg turned and only by the pres‘
Is given by any transfer company in plenished before any great inconventained at the Mineral-Mound farm
Miss Zette, Malone returned. to ence of mind in twisting out of the
Areerica. Fine carriages for special ience was
done.
one of the most attractive and hos- Nashville today after a three weeks' way of the cylinder as he fell, he
()evasions on short notice; also ele-Coroner Frank gaker this morn- pitable homes ID Western Kentucky. visit to Dr. D. J. Foster, of Jefferson escaped injuries under thc engine
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
ing held an investigation into the The other members of the party are street.
MEN WANTED to work in saw
wheels.
-Palmer House is now conducted
death of Hanle Young's infant., col- Misses Sessile Clay and Lucy Powell,
mill and drive cattle three miles from
Miss Grace BillIngton is the guest
on both American
European
and
ored, on Plunkett's Hill, and found of Henderson; Mary Powell, of of Miss Lillie Rouse, of Lone Oak.
city. Call at the office, Fooks-Acree
plans. We shalt be pleased to acdeath due to natural causes
Princeton; Rosalie Green, of HopLumber Co., 1009 Monroe street.
Miss Susie Bell Clymer, of Nashcommodate our local patronage in our
-There will be a Salvation Army kinsville; Messrs. Julian Potter, of ville, and Miss Mettle Clymer, of
FOR SALE- Piano, oak dining
cafe and restaurant the same as in
meeting at Wallace park Sunday af- Bowling Green; Charles Williamss Greenfield. Tenn., will arrive Sunday
room set, almost new coal range:
the pest with good service and the
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock. Special mus- and Herbert Robertson, and Mr. Mc- to visit Mrs. Samuel Boyd, 726 Tenalso mahogany furniture. Apply 2220
best the market affords.
ical features and original pictures by Gee and brotheer, of Princeton.
FOli RENT -House 1216 Clay.
Jefferson street. Phone 1191.
nessee street, and Mrs. John Perry,
(Continued from page one.)
-Kodaks from $1 to $25. Some_
Captain Meeker will no doubt attract
Mrs. L. V. Armentrout and daugh- 507 Trimble street.
LOST- Small yellow Jersey, abort
thing new in the line and all necesMITCHELLS
for
bicyhigh-grade
larg ecrowd.
ter, Flo, left last night for Mt. VerMrs. D. C. Wilcox and daughter,
horn, three year olt cow. Rewari
sary supplies that make kodaking
Third
coted
street.
district
cles,
South
326-328
First
the
in
editors
the
livery
cheapest
and
-For the best
non, O., to visit Mrs. Armentrout's were called to Mt. Vernon, Ile, by the
paid for information leading to he'
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
attend, all are expeced to become
rigs, ring 100, either phone. Cope- parents. Mr. and Mrs. George S. Har- death of a cousin, Mrs. Pace.
SHORT orders a specialty. Page'e return. J. T. Ellenwood, Phone 2902.
--Farley 4 Fleher, veterinarians.
members of the assoation.
land's stable, 419 Jefferson street.
restaurant.
ter.
father.
his
Mr. C. C. Nickles and
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
MEN-Our illustrated catalogue
Pennyrile Press.
Miss Bessie Stevenson and Miss J. A. Nickles, of Cairo, left today for
FOR heating lied stovewood ring explains bow we teach barber trade
Phone 351.
The afternoon session of the PenEthel Toole. of May-field, are visiting a visit to Louisville..
.
Paducah.
Ring
Central,
437 F. Levin.
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
it' few weks, mailed free. Moler Barnyrile Press association, for so it was
Yes, there' will be given what is Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis, • 386
Capt. and Mrs. M. M. Mullin, 1533
any of your fiends going away for
ber College, St. Louis, Mo.
in
of
nemei
report
the
committhe
neatly
'CLEANING
pressing
arid
boulevard.
Harahan
Trimble street, returned this morning
the summer. The address will be known as a juvenile concert at Huscredentials,
taken
Phone
was
done.
with
up
462-a.
James
on
tee
Duffy.
LADIES-Our catalogue explains
Miss Bess bane has returned from from Carlton, where they were called
changed as oaen as desired, and the bands Street Church the evening of
committee woek an committee apa visit to Evansville.
ANYTHING in the short order line how we teach hairdressing, manicurB.,
Mrs.
B.
L.
Egester,
W.
J.
of
Hon.
22.
death
July
the
by
ago
weeks
two
rate is only 25c a month.
pointments. The report of the com- at Page's restaurant.
ing facial massage, etc., in few weeks
Mrs. Robert Lane and Mrs. Frank Mullin's mother.
delever an address, suitable for
Daily
--City subscribers to the
mittee on credentials was amended
mailed free. .elfoler College, St
Louistoday
to
visit
a
on
left
Manta
the occasion and also Dr. Patterson.
Greenof
Hipps,
FOR
breakfast
Andrew
wood,
EARLY
old
13,
Mrs.
Sun who wish the delivery of their
to read that the Journal of Labor, ot
Louis Mo.
respond. vile
will
speaker,
prominent
a
and
Rev.
the
visiting
2361.
phone
la
Tenu.,
field,
Papers stopped must notify our colMrs. John W. Bryan, 626 North Mrs. Joseph Mt•Leekey, 1210 Monroe Pallet-eh, the Hogwallow Kentuckian,
1-:--1e0SBroadway
on
betweea
-lectors or make the requests direct Everybody is invited, so come out
FOR DRY
WOOD, old
phone Refreshments Sixth street, has gone to Jackson, street. The Rev. Mr. Hipps will ar- of Mayfield, the Baptist Flag, of Fuland
yourselves.
enjoy
Fifth and Seventh, or Seventh and
attention will
to The Sun office.
2361.
Fulton.
the
and
ton,
Methodist;
of
family
the
M.
Mr.
of
to
Tenn.,
visit
Husbands
rive the first of next week.
Broadway and Union depot, a Week
be plid to such orders when given will be on the grounds at
should be eligible to membership in
FOR SALE-Two Iron beds, two
street grove. This is given under the L. Bryan. Her daughter, Miss Linda,
leather purse containing $18. Reward
Mrs. Frank Eaker, wife of the cor- the association. Considerable debate
to carriers. • Sun Publishing Co.
cots, one child's bed. Phone 222.
No. 3 has been visiting in Jackson for sev- oner. Is ill with fever.
for its return to Sun office.
'-Place your ordera rot weddl- g auspices of Fourth Division,
was had on this amendment before
E. church. If eral weeks.
WANTED-Boarders, Apply 1032
Mho; Clara Petty, of Mayfield, is Its adoption.
Is Tribe, Napthali C. M.
Invitations at home. Tte Sun
FOR RENT-OW-four-room retie
this
left
Terry
Thompson
'Mr.
come.
and speecees,
Broadway.
visiting Miss Ella Matthews, of Kevii.
showing as great an assortment as you love singing
dence. 222 Tennessee. Sewer cooPaducah probably will be the next
Admission 10c. morning for a ten days' stay In Atexpected.
order
Good
arLouis,
fence,
-Iron
SALE
St.
of
conMatthews,
good
FOR
Mr. Lee
you will find anywhere, at prices
netclons. One four-room house, 1215
place of meeting and another meetlanta, Ga.
much lower than you will have to Respectfully,
rived this morning to visit his parents ing not later than a month from now, dition. Apply 1207 Jefferson street. Kentucky avenue. Apply H. A. PotAttorney D. H. Hughes went to
b
LEE BELL, Captain.
'Squire and Mrs. Jessis Matthews, of is favored. When the organization is
ine' elsewhere.
house ter, phone 65.
FOR RENT-Four room
Murray this morning on professional
W. M. MOORE, Lieutenant.
Kevil.
and
Sixteenth
Clay
Hank
streets,
meetquarterly
smoothly,
---An ammonia pipe burst in the
running
business,
J. W. BELL, Pastor.
CORPORATION whose products
Dr. E, G. Goodlowe. of Little Cy- ings will be held, probably all of Bros.
;ideal Market" in the Columbia
Mrs. Joseph 'Mattison. wife of the
are handled by leading wholesale and
city today.
the
in
was
press,
from
Paducah
building on Broadwey, between Fifth
in
which
held
be
will
FOR RENT- Third floor over retail dealers wants competent sales
sexton of Oak Grove cemetery, will
Dr. Overton Brooks' Suceetse
Mrs. Agnes Bore&, 60.7 South Its central location. The association Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
and Sixth streets yesterday afterDr. Overton Brooks, son of Dr. J. return tonight from 'Murray, where
manager; $2,500 yearly and addisince
ill
been
tas
who
Fourth street,
100
noon. flooding the place with
is strictly for business and no social St. Appiy F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
G. Brooks, this city, a Paducah boy she has been visiting a week.
tional commission; unquestionable
to.
improved
slightly
is
Saturday,
last
newsthe
Al;
given.
be
will
features
pounds of ammonia, and driving all who graduated in medicine in ChicaMiss Myrtle 'Haas and Mrs. Orte
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile references and investment required
day.
market' to tke
papers in the First district of thiroccupants of the
go university In June, 1906, is In Drake, of Bandana, are visiting the
hot tamales, call at 111% Address Box 525, Madison. Wis,
and
and
Paxton
children.
Percy
Mrs.
street. The fumes invaded the ofteen ccunties were declared eligible
full charge of the emergency, hos- family of Dr. B. T. Hall, 611 South
FOR SALE-A boarding house,
1622 Jefferson street, left today for for membership and the papers rep- South Third street.
fices upstairs and drove out the ten- pital in Riverview Amusement park Fourth street.
with fifteen rooms, water, bath and
at
McCandless.
Wanted
J.
WASHERWOMAN
Mrs.
visit
to
joined.
Memphis
meeting,
this
ants.
resented
in
Mrs. C. E. Blecknell and daughter,
in Chicago. It was by his excellent
A committee on purchasing sup- once. Good wages paid to a good gas. household goods, bedding and
--John Hutchen, agent for the management of the emergency hes- Miss Bettie, ;eft today on a visit to
everything complete. Good location,
the most important to woman 1.039 Jefferson street.
Kentucky Children's Home soeiety pita] in the White City last summer Paris, Tenn,
118601111100060066ithseetiKetains106081164808161011 plies will be
Fifteen boarners to start with. Adexception
with
appointed
the
of
be
RENT-One
FOR
nicely
children
furnished
and
Paxton
Percy
Mrs.
containing
in
wallet
$46
a
appointment.
dropped
that he secured the
street, Evconstitution,
which
the
will
on
one
room,
McM.
modern
J.
Mrs.
conveniences,
722 dress F. M.. 2227 Division
DUN'S itEe'lEW.
the Min river last night coming down which would have been a compliment left today to visit
ansville, Ind.
report in the next meeting. E. 0. Kentucky avenue.
'
Gandlesa in Memphis.
from Smithiand on the Joe Fowler.
to many olderphysteians.
Leigh was made an honorary memWANTED-- For I' S. army: AbleMiss Madeline Brown returned to
-The Home Mission society
of
WANTED--Position as stenograof the association and the fol- pher by young lady. Address "Ni A'„ bodied unmarried men between ages
ber
afterthis
Wadesboro
in
home
her
tit Broadway 'Methodist church will
I'. F. Clayton.
of 21 and 35; citinens of the United
New York. July 20.--R. G. Dun & lowing editors arrived for the after- care Sun.
meet Monday evening at 4 o'clock
Mr. P. F. Clayton, a prominent noon, after a visit to Mrs. Harry
noon session: W. K. Wall, Mayfield
States, of good character and temCo.'s weekly review of trade says:
with Mrs. William Reed.
resident of Murray, 50 years old, Clements, 401 South Sixth street.
LOST-Signet bracelet, initials H
received Monitor; J. R. Lemon. Mayfield Mesare
perate habits, who can speak, read
reports
Encouraging
Broadway
1148
Gilbert,
He
consumption.
M.
J.
-Mr.
of
--Prof. William Deal and his or- died yesterday
Return to 304 North Third
Williani - Speers, Hickman M. A
and write English. Men wanted now
chestra will make a special trip to was for years in the tobacco business, will leave this evening for a several from leading commercial circles, the senger;
for reward.
for service in Cuba. For information
volume of business being exception- Courier.
Lenisvfne to fnrnich music on the ex- and was a bank direigor, and a man days' visit to his children.
WANTED-100 loads of dirt, at apply to Recruting Officer, New Rich The Rev. Gordon Hill is visiting ally heavy for the season, and stocks
of prominence in that section. The
35e a load. See David Rittoff, re/ mend. House, Paducah, Ky.
clearance
funeral took place this afternoon and Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Lassiter, of Six- are depleted by the usual
phone 1739-R.
payments
prompt
more
proving
sales,
Masons.
JUST a few left-I have sold more
•eenth street.
was in charge of the
F-OR SALE-- One saddling pony, than thirty houses and lots in the last
Hobson, Lillie and greater confidence in the future
Misses Rosebud
harness,
very cheap. Da- sixty days, at the best bargains ever
buggy and
Hobstm. Marjory Loving. Elizabeth Buyers are numerous in the large
Ice Cream Supper.
vd Rittoff, old phone 1185.
cities preparing for an active fall
sold in Paducah. I have a few left
The Ladles Aid of the Belleviee
trade, now that the agricultural out:
FOR SALE--Stake wagon and at still better bargains if they are
-hutch. three miles from the city on
spring wagon very cheap. Old tele- taken before I leave the city in ten
THE BIGGEST YET
look is less utvoetain. Clothing manthe Mayfield road, will Jive an ice
ufacturers report much new business
phone 433.
days or two weeks. All nice and ate.
.ream supper Thursday night, July
and few cancellations.
sell on good terms. Sonet,in,:'
25, on church yard for benefit of the
WANTED--Boarding horses. Also
Dullness in the pig iron market is
Worten's addition and some just out
box
stales
burets.
rent.
215
for
Etter,
Bunk
RUDY PHILLIPS & 00.'S
not unusual at this time of the year,
side the city limits. One Inside the
South Third street.
but there is little reduction in the out
Circuit Court.
JULY REDUCTION SALE.
FOR RENT-Four rooms upstairs. city with two acres of ground; a
put. At some of the steel mills there
City National bank against Ed Pear
301 South Third: else storage room. splendid place for a teamster. See
me at once or call me over old phone
Is more or less seasonable absence of
son and Nt. H. Bradley for $1',10 alBarksdale Bros. Co., Inc.
No. 231. J. M. Worten.
new contracts, but specifications are
leged due on a note,
black
LOST-Dog
collar,
leather,
Tetley's
in
ad
paper.
See page
large on old orders. Producers are
City National bank against Mrs. T
with brass buttons on it. Return to
confident that notch delayed business
Scuffle Ends in Accident.
0. Fisher for a note for 6150.
Jefferson street and get reward.
2001
will appear when the crops are seWhile scuffling yesterday afterFOR RENT--Three-room house-, von at !semen's livery stable, Secpostponed
One fifth Off on any of
cured, while stilll more
612 Adams. Apply 501 Sixth and ond and Washington streets, John
A DOUBLE ATTACHMENT.
Work only waits for a normal money
our Hammocks. AlAdams.
market.
iseman accidentally stuck a knife he
6e:
though we have had a
-T--$3o in bills, $10 reward if was holding in his hand into the right.
---LOS
firmer tone has appeared in the
A
0
:e
e4,:e
returned to C. E. Traughbee,
primary market for cotton goods,
hip of Charlie Bridges who runs a
splendid sale on our line
1.1ncoln avenue. New phone '1415.
manufacturers securing without die
barber shop next to the stable. The
of hammocks this season
!Ratty the prices asked. While a
FOR durability and style in har- wound is not a serious one, and Dr.
few lines are quiet, there is more evness, saddles and repair work. call J. D. Robertson dressed the injury
and could Afford to carry
idence of satisfactory- business than
at the Paducah Harriette; and Saddle to prevent any Ill results.
over all that will be left,
at. any time for several weeks. Al
Ce., 2.04 Kentucky avenue.
Mrs. Scilliane. Funeral.
though prices are considered high, is
It is our policy to close
SALE---A very desirable resiThe funeral of 'Mrs. Ann Scillitan,
Is felt that there is much to warrant
dence.
Trirnble
Reason
1237
street.
out all season's goods,
further advances, so that buyers feel
for sale owner going to leave town. mother of Mrs. Bernard Wilkins. 113
Trimble street, will he held this afjustified in operating freely, even for
so while our line is still
Phone 6.05.
ternoon at 4 o'cloc.k at the residence,
remote deliveries. Advices from jobpaned
pressed,
and
01A)TIIES
unbroken we will
the Rev. G. W. Banks officiating, The
bers indicate that advance bisecs
All 'Work gua nteed. Solomon,'The
I.
burial will be in Ottate,Grove mine.
for fall has largely exceeded an
a substantial saving
Tailor, 113 Both Third street. Phone tery.
patient., and there is muck anxiety re_
1016-a.
of 20 per cent. All our
garding the ability of the mills to
$5.00. $6.00. $7.00
- ONE nice fereisheel room for rent
The Swiss government is eoasiderstake shipments according to specifihammocks are dyed
All modern ebnvenienees, gentlemen log two great new tranealpine tuncations. tittle export trade itt Repreferred. Inquire 713 Kentucky nel schemes. One is to pierce the
with fast colors.
ed, but the Chinese market
.
eompllah
Avenue.
Spluegen, and the other It. the Oreille
has Improved.
'
DRESSING, chanaponing, lathe canton of the Onions.
IIA1R
No developments are expected i n
Will: "Are you sure you IOU* me, and also my dog?'
scalp treating and manicuring, Metthe market for wnolens until the
tle Dawson. 422 South Seventh. 0..1
A blockhead isn't the only chap
He. eVell-sr-estel Indeed. I think y...0 r deg is as steengly attach.od t. finer grades of worsted fahrica are
319 Broadway
phone 2068.
m• as I art' to yea."
a.
es.
-.ea .4118L10 Who celebrate, his wooden wedding.
.
.opened.
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

RAILROAD NOTES

This is Your

dome 9riees in `Cur

Last Chance

)ulit geduetion dale

2 Buy

Porch Swings
at $5

LOCAL NEWS

Kall Quick

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

FIRST DISTRICT

WANT ADS. t

Hammocks
20 Per Cent
Discount

6

give

you

Regardless of years,
you can't he regardless of foot comfor.t.
Whether you are one
score or four score,
our shoes will score a
success with your feet.
Sole agents for Stacy
Adams and Nettleton
Shoes.

FOR

Noah's Ark Variety Store

.""

•.

Whittemore's

How to Cure'
Constipation

inginsfitohp‘
eniw
e .1114in
Po
loryketl
iadois
is C
enge

erallY Popular among the men. Tlie
party came as a total surprise, but
Mr. and Mrs. Theobald were equal
to the occasion and prepared exce.Pew people altogether escape a disor- lent refreshments Those in attendder of the bowels. You may catch cold, ance were John Theobald, Jr., and
st sPHSION.
The bride is from Cairo and a mem- over-eat, over-drink; worry too much, wife. Mr. aud Mrs. John Elder, Mr.
ft
not
exercise enough or do a hundred and and Mrs: Charles Acree, Mr. and Mrs.
ber of a prominent family in that city.
one other things that result ia constipa- Frank
She stopped' before a tree and broke Mr. Culp
Dougan, Mr. and Mrs. WilUsin
is a lumber inspector in
tion
or
A blossom (row the stalk,
Mound City. The attendants at the comes costiveness. When the trouble Schneider, Colonel Jolui Theobald,
it
is
well
to know what to do for it.
And with her daintysfingers shook
wedding were Messrs. Will Burch.
Whirler;
Mrs. Mack
Misses Ida
In the opinion of thousands there is
The leaves upon the walk.
Jack Williams and Watch Harvey. At better cure for constipation than no Coureier, Lillian Dickey, Josephine
Dr.
present they are at Dawson Springs Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which anyone Eider. Boonie Acree and Margaret
FRATERNITY lit ILDINU
This strange perversity I viewed
can obtain for SO cents or $11at a drug Reidle. of Golconda; Messrs. Wallace
but will reside in Mound ('It)'.
In wonder and dismay.
MissMinnie Johnson, of Mound store. We all have constipation occa- Coleman, Basil Dickey and John A.
sionally, and the sensible thing to dole
And gathered all the leaves she Ridge, Kan.,
Dickey.
and Dr. Cornelius B. so have a bottle of thiS remedy
allows
TELIEl'HONES P4.35.
tbis
strewed
—0—
Ratziott, of Grand Bend, Kau., were house. You take It at night on retirinin
g, fee
exampl
e.
and
when you wake up in the inOrlialli
To press another day.
married Thursday afternoon at 2 at sour usual hour
About People.
it produce
results
.
Your stomach tnatan Or becomes
Misses Carrie and Claribel Rieke
o'clock at the residence of Mr. W. H. bean
lighter.seas
clearer, roar eyes brighter. you
feel active
She reached a hand toward the tree, Patterson,
the Rev. S. B. Moore offi- and spry once again, your appetite has TV- will land in New York today after a
turned and you are ready to work with enthu- tour of the old countr
And moeked nit' for my pains.
For Sale,
ciating. Afteethe ceremony they left siasm
ies in Europe
and vigor. All this may not have taken
Hotel, Lease, Furnaatre and Fir- "When you have gathereed those
and a visit to the countries bordering
," for Modesha, Kan., where they will mere than a dose or two, at a 0001, not to exceed
AND
'tires. Good patronage. Centrallytwo
or
snream
mta.
quoth
she.
csa you
loreside.
on the Mediterranean sea.
you
teei good tor me lines? to feel bad
cated.
"Anotheer rose remains!"
Dr.
Mr .G. W. Morris, of Fulton, arMiss Genevieve Miller and
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d to go,
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If they seed Guthrie, of North Fifth street.
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Mrs. Herman Katterjohn and Mrs
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so.
in the evening. The bride is the chroni
John Neihaus and child left today
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house rents for UK/ per year or 244
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First Aid to the Injured
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Miss
Mattl
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young.
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J. W. Bottoms living near could show
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flagman for permanently.
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a trustworthy bottle
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82,404)—A chance of a life-time tte.dings would remin
d one of June. young man. They are residing at the
'visit.
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ng the record of June, at birde's home.
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s brother, Mr. M. B. Robertson, 819
Six per cent. Laud lies about fouri Out-d
oor parties and trips on the
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receiving the best of atten- ment of the First Baptis
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Infer eassi deem
t chureh were Pit
Bear creek—mostly bill I. ed. After lion from
sweltering society of Padu- treated to a trolley ride
A gneradenn, nornionent tow or
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the first payment, at least;0 worth:cah.
IT IS COMING
PUBLIC YERDIC 1: "No Waive
If the weather continues as Thursday evening.
sr pm ad an
Three cars were Is OR. CALDWELL'S
of timber could be bold every year warm
SYRUP
Tab
next week an equal number of required to take
norsio
guarante
ny
e No. 17, wonnistim. 0. 0,
the young people
from the tract making the land coat outin
g parties may be expected. This over the system but
PEPSIN SYRUP 00.
the ride was enthe purchaser but $54)44. It will bear week
1070aldwell Bldg., Inantiselle, Ill..Yes, and the Final Announcement
has not been overcroeded and joyed by all. The
cars were decoinvestigation. Sam Culp, living near all
Is Here Today. Read It.
of the parties
were informal. rated with flags, and buntiwg
the land on Gilberteville and Birm- Howev
and
—•
er, there are a number of visit- music was furni
shed by an orchestra. Louisville; Saidee McGinnis, &auIngham road, would show it.
ors within our gates and next week The ride began
PHILLIPS & CO.'S
at 8 o'clock and con- ville; Mary B. Jennings, Lucyette
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South
Ninth will be 'Alice
tinue
d
until
Soule
.
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Saidie
o'clo2
Smith. Mary Cavek. "Refreshstreet 5-room house 1/
1
2 story, in
ments were served aboard the' car.
JULY
Ellen Boswell, Mary Bonduraut, Julia
SALE.
good condition, centrally
located,
Announcements.
Dabney, Helen VanMeter, Elizabeth
_good neighborhood, $50-0 cash, balThe young society men will give a
. In Honor of Birthday.
Boswell and Messrs. Jim McGinnis,
ance easy,
dance Thursday evening at the park
Little Miss Mary Duke Potter en- Ben Griffith, Edward Cave, Edwin
$625--750x150 foot to alley lot on pavilion Thurs
day evening comple tertained her friends
Thursday even-t Randle and Will Redffick.
north ,side of Boyd street opposite mentary to
Miss Mary Clark, of Hop- ing at the home of
—0—
her parents. Mr.
Trimble street church. $50 cash, bal- kinsville,
Most Necessary.
and Miss Saidee McGinnis, and Mrs. Lee Potter
, of North Seventh
Hay Ride for Visitors.
ance 1, 2. 3. 4 years or monthly.
A newly arrived westerner was conof Danville. This is the dance that
street
,
in
honor
Miss
of her seventh birthWillie Willis entertained with fronted in a street of New York
$500—North 12th street lot be- was postponed from
late
last night.
day. A peanut contest was one of a hay ride Wednesday evening
tween Trimble and Burnett, $50 cash
in it night by a ruffian with leveled rethe features of the evening. The honor of her guest, Miss Lera Keys volver,
balance in four years, G per cent.
who made the stereotyped deWeddings.
girls' prize went to Miss Marie Weill of Murray. After the ride over the mend,
$1.100-50 foot lot, northwest cor"Give me your money or I'll
e
Miss Pearl Kelly and Mr. William and Maste
r Joseph Young secured city and country roads refreshments blow your brains out."
ner Harahan boulevard and Monroe Smith
were married last St: Sday the boys' prize.
were served at the home of Miss
street. Moderate building restric- morni
"Blow away," said the westerner.
ng at the residence of the Rev.
—0—
Willis, of North Sixth street.
Um's. Fewer, walk, gas and electric
"You can live in New York without
J. L. Perryman, 904 Brunson avenue.
Supper for Visitors.
lights, available. A fine lot for a BOA
brains, but you can't without money."
the bride and groom are from
Olive Camp Entertains.
In honor of Miss Ethel Spire, of
home.
Eddyville. and came to this city for a
Olive camp of the Woodmen of the
Nashville, Miss Mary Leigh, of ChiI5'.$—Lot 44150 to alley, north quiet weddi
Nothing makes a boy so weak as a
ng. Miss Goldie Perry- cago. Miss
Zetta Malone, of Nashville, World entertained Tuesday evening EItong_
side of Trimble street_betweeta-Vintael-emo
These three attributes of- a goat bicyc
Irma- Mr. 0 --Iti -Patterson were ti-nd
at
its hall on North Fourth street.
Miss Lera Keys, of Murray, a picle can be !nand in the
and Tenth. Brick walk, car line, the
only attendants. They will make nic
supper was given, at Wallace park An interesting program of speeches
good neighborhood. Half cash.
Readi
their home in Eddyville. ng.
Recyc
le and Laclede' Bicyclea.
Thursday evening. After the suppe and musical numbers was enjoyed by
TERMS_ EASY.
$1,200--Blg bargain in Meehanr
The marriage of Miss Nellie Yopp the
party went to the home of Miss all. Refreshments were served. About
icsburg land
nearly
four
acres, and Mr. Marion Riley took
Place Hazel Rhodes, Sixth, and
75 were present during the evening. YOU WILL BE GLAD TO SEE IT
would make il5 lots. Good land for Tu/sd
Jefferson
Sold and guaranteed by
ay morning at the parsonage of
. •
_0_
streets, for an informal card patty.
dairy or market garden. Would stir- the
Rev. IL W. Jansen, of South Sixth
Stag Fiehing Party.
ry itself easy and in a short time street
Hence We Give You Final Announce. Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Long were
A jolly fishing party was given over
would sell in lots making the buyer.
, Party to Cairo.
' Ment in This Paper.
the only attendants at the wedding.
Thursday the following party made at the Illin'ois lakes on Tuesday last
a very handsome profit; $300 cash,
Immediately after the ceremony the
the round trip to Cairo on thut
balance easy.
eamer by several of'-the young business men
couple left for the Jamestown exposi326-328,SOUTH THIRD ST.
RUDY PHILLIPS & 00.'8
Dick Fowler:
or the city. The crowd went early
83.0.00—A most desirable 6-room
Mrs.
Z.
H.
Bryan
t.
tion, Washington and other large
New
Pho
ne 481-a
in the evening and camped out over
Mrs. J. E. Potter ,Mrs. H. G. Thoin
house with bath. Fountain park adOld Phone 743
cities and health resorts in the east.
pJU 1.1" RED1.1_7TION SALE.
son, Mrs. Harry Fisher, Mrs. Taylo night, returning the next morning
dition, northwest corner Fountain
r
On their return they will make their
They were well provided with eataFisher, Mrs. John Schantz and
avenue and Harrison street, $50e
MISR
home in this
cash, balance easy. Fine home barbles, and as the fish bit well, the trip
Rosa Schantz. During the stay
in
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Cairo the party enjoyed a trolley
gain.
was a most enjoyable one.
ride
the bride in McKenzie, Tenn., Miss
over the city.
$1,250—No. 1624) Clay street, 4
Those composing the party were:
Clara Belle Goar and Mr. Wilson
rooms and hall, two unfinished rooms
Mears. Charles Smith, of Decaturville
Grinter Puryear were married. Mr.
above, Fountain park addition.
Tenn.; John U. Robinson, A. E. Stein
Birthday Party.
A Puryear is a member of the
faculty
big bargain at the price. Cash,
Chas. Fisher, Carl Faust, W. W.
Miss Louise Phillips was hostess
of a college in McKenzie and is poputo
$1.600—No. 713 South
Sacra and Noble Parker.
a number of her friends
Tenth lar there as In Paduc
Wednesday
ah, his home In honor
street getween Ohio and Tennessee
9
1 —
of her tenth birthday
city, Mr. and Mrs. Puryear are visitstreets. Lot 19x165 feet to alley:
Green and red made a pretty
Entertained for Band,
5 Mg Mr. Puryear's mother,
color
Mrs. T. H: scheme and
room house with hall
Miss Jessie Stanley, 315 South SecHalf cash. Puryear, Tenth
it was cleverly carried out
and Jefferson streets, in
balance 1 ard 2 years.
the details. In attendance were: ond street, was hostess to a
They will leave the first of next week.
party
What is more delightfully re$1,640— No.
Misses Kathleen McMahon,
422 South Ninth
Bernice given in honor pf Jackson's band.
'Miss Ailie Rudo:ph and Mr. Fred
street, 1 /
1
2 double house.- 441 foot lot,
Schmi
dt.
freshing or More suggestive V
Gertrude Grouse, Lucille The yard ws.i lighted with lanterns
Rouse were married Tuesday at the
walk, $2's0 cash. balance,b rbick
frpsliness than the true odor of
ide's home in Lone Oak by the Rev. Roberts, Mary Anderson, Helen Bean and the int• ,lor of the house was a
monthly.
_
ID. W. Fooks. The bride Is a popular Viola Merrigold, Mollie Gardner: pretty scene with plants and cut
some
fragrant flower? Our stock
$6.00-20 West End lots seine
Dorothy Dalton, Elizabeth Janes
odd,young woman of Lone Oak.
, Ger- flowers used as decorations. Light
Mr. trude Denke
shapes, south of Norton street
of
fine
perfumes is a sourCe of
r. Mary Smith, Anna refreshments were served by the hosand,Rouse is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Y. Smith, Marga
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D Rouse and is an
enterp
rising Beadles and
$200 cash, balance $50 per year
Ida Sloan: Masters Clyde
6 young man. A recept
preciates the refinement which
ion followed the
per cent.
Supper for Visitors.
marriage at the borne of tlie groom Randall, William Hills, William Phildainty perfumes indicate. The
. lips, Lawrence
8250—Easy monthly payment lots
Burnham,Mark Smith
In honor of Mrs E. C. Le*. of HerThey will reside in Lone Oak.
north of ilinkleville road and west of
Carl Denker, Terrence Gardn
stock embraces such famou
The marriage of Miss Nettie Pace
er and Ington, Kan , and Mrs. Clay G. Lemon
s
Oak Grove. You never miss the
of Mayfield. Mrs. T. Miller Sisson enodors as
and Mr. Clyde Y4/ung was a pretty Harry Dalton.
money in this way; $10 cash, balance
tertained with supper at Wallace park
home wedding last Wednesday at the
one dollar per month.
Monday evening. The supper was enFor Sister,
home
of
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bride
near
Epper
son. It
$90O—Five acres on Hinkleville
In honor of her sister, Miss
joyed by all, and after the supper the
was a white and blue wedding.
ReOwing bekah
road 144 miles from city limits, just
Williamson, Mrs. W. E. Smith party enjoyed a ride on the lake.
to the large number of friend
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east of C. C. Lee. all in timber, make
ained Wednesday night at her
ent
and
the
warmt
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of
the
eveni
good suburban home. One-third cash.
ng hme, 515
Harahan boulevard. An
Entertained Teacher's
balance 1 and 2 years. Good and the ceremony was on the front porch enjoy
able evening was spent.
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e
standing under an arch
Mrs. Edward L. Atkins entertained
safe place to place money for Invest—0
-over
the door. The lawn was uniquely
Tuesday evening at her holape"White
ment alone. No risk. Big profit
s decorated with
Complimentary to Visiter's
Haven," in honor of the teashers
lanterns. Miss Myrt:e
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Miss Nell Jennings, of Louisv
Finley and Mr. Charles Gillia
ille. the Sunday school department of the
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the
guest
the
of
Miss
atten
dants. The bride was dressed
Mary B. Jennings. First Baptist chursh. After
city limits, between ilinkleville road
a
deand
Miss
in white and the maid of
Saidee McGinnis, of Dan- lightful hay
and Jefferson street. Half cash.
honor in ville,
ride the party went to
the guest of Miss Lusye
tte the _ Atkins home anti an Informal
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,
were
ding.
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The
of
honor
couple Is residing at 1935
in a pleas- musical program was enjoyed.
let south side near 15th street, glee
Afterure party that made the round
trip wards plans for the coming year were
cash, balance easy. Begins 55 feet Broad street. Many people from the
to
Cairo Thursday
city
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given
t.
discus
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sed. In the party were: -Mr
tbe
elk of old city limits.
isteamer Dick Fowler. In the
Miss Mollie Sheehan and Mr.
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John were: Mrs. C.
E. Jennings, Mrs. Wil- Rawleigh Graha
north aide betwen 13th and 11th Culp were married by the Rev. H. W,
m. Mr. and Mrs
Either Phone No. 77.
liam Marble and Mrs Jae
Bondurant Moses and Meedamett 1. 0. Walke
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r
k chaperones; Stases
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Agent
Jennings .Frank Wahl and children and Misscs
for original Allegrettt
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,Odie Puryear. Irene Curd, Clara Belle
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A Man is Known by the Tele=
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Paducah people demand the best and we meet
the
demands of the best people.

, EAST TENNES§MtLEPHONE CO.

E4se Elegance Economy
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A Breath From

the Woodland

•

Houktgant's Ideal Jicky
Le Trefle
Roger & Gallet
Parma Wood Violet.
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with

LIGHTS

Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway

•

•
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tie

FLOWERS
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•
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•
•
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KIDNEY •ft"• The KING Qf
GLOBES I DIAMONDS.
Guaranteed Cure
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4
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e-onto so low, and the concluding para-

"Ye gods and little fishes!" he cried.

seen, but looming large when it actual-

"What a

treasure!

The

suit, I suppose, and a

both

and

cents

style.

In'
the no cure no pay basis
by McPherson's Drug store, Fourta
and Broadway, sole agent for PaduPah, or sent by mail upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine Co.,
lEy.
per box
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expect.

The

writing
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in
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Evelyn's

was

letter

pow

Drug Store. ,

time

ominous

Southwark
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And Be Here on Time Tuesday

The following
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Mason's

That

up

was all

Pleasant, Palatable. Potent. Tait, Good. Do Good.
sever Sicken. Weaken or Orme. lii, 2Si',341c. Never
soId in hulk. The genuine tablet stamped C CO.
I:award's:ad to cure or your money beck.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. gall

the
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cast

was

iron

accomplice,

the local evening

[muttered.

right.

alibi.

He meant to have a hundred thou-

ac.

mud
aot

hoping

to

obtain
the

papers for any

There was none.

Anson's body had

Before going to bed he wound Phil-

AND WiLoiEtl.

good one.

He opened the ease to ex-

Amine the works.

Inside there was an

inscription:

Beneath

was

"Where

the

date

was I ten

of

Mason's

years

ago?-

back

leaves of a
that

he

through the
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was then

record
acting

and
in

thrice
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The

Each
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concerned,

where

and

swore himself to sleep ognin.

he

Rest he

He nmst arise with steady

must have.

was early
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was to send

residence

of

Philip

astir.

lilt

first

for the Yorkshire

net

morn-

They contained no news

ing papers.

Amain

dead, but the local

was

excellent.

banker

The

Atew printed lines car-

would see it.
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Then he signed the leases, dispatched
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envelope and
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will

"Abingdon

not give another thought to
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Philip
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is
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risk

loap.

In "Lady

feet

excursion

tate

now
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FOR TENNESSEE RIVER,

STE/J10 CLYDE
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Paducah

for

Tenneesee River

A p. m.
....... Maater
A. W. WRIGHT.
Clerk
EUGENE ROBIBSON
This company is not responsible
fisr invoice charges unless colleced by
the clerk of the boat
Every Wednesday at

IrreV-

NetosoCrenier's. spirits

rose.

of

time

atom.
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mixed

Fare for the round

r."edreocilly

Paducah. every

at 4 D. 111.
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But rest--that
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thing to
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corpse

swirling
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now
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had not been cast forth naked.
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Leeds he was removed front the arena.

Ile could not say. He

would not feel safe until Philip Anson
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reality, with

and

Victor

many
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him with means of identification with

a fiery desire to be doing, daring, brav-

see

When he closed his eyes he could
wavering
Never

helplessly

before

were

another

day before he eould lay hands on any
wealth save

the money stolen from his pockets.
At the hotel there war only one letter
and no telegrams.
The London bankers wrote:
We beg to' acknowledge you're of yesterbalance at date is
day.
Your cash
£12,410 3s. id. Your securities in our popsession amount to a net value at tOclay9s
Okra of about L914./.000. Including linn.000
consols at par. We win forward you a detailed list if desired and will be pleased to
realise any seeurities RS directed.
K ndly note that instructions for gale
should be given in your handwriting and
not typed.
There was Joy, intoxicating almost to
madness, in this commurficatIon, but it

thousands in rthe

bank.
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Jarnestown, Va.- Exposition, April 19th to November
30th 15 days; r23.75.' Coach
excursions on special dates;
118,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply
City Ticket Office, Firth an
Broadway or Killion Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt (7itv Picket (since
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot
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TWO SUIT SPECIALS_ ON TAP TONIGHT

p
at the *yentas service. The
netruiug sermon will be a talk to the
!children and it will be illustrated on
the blackboard. The children will
sing a chorus at the service,
I LLITHk:RAN—.The
Rev.
Pail
Bente will hold the tame senietei touter! ow.

KOREAN MOB IN
STREETS OF SEOUL

guarding
sest

AT, JULY 20,

rite foreign consulates in

Korean Troops Mutiny.
Seoul, Korea, July 20.--A company
of Korean troops mutinied, escaped
from the barracks without their QR-Saturday Night Suit Sale at
.:ors and attacked the polee station
no the main street at the Great Bell.
•
After firing several yo'loys they scatDisorde
r Marks Abdication in tered continuing des-a:tory firing and
The linen suits
Cloth suits are
19511acePal.
GRAC'E--Ttie
Rev. David c
attaeking indivith.e., Japanese. They
made in cutin this ad inThe
Remits Kinndow
school an I
Wrie;tit. jra,40we're joined by the popUlace who used
away styles,
clude blue arta
lay reading services v.tii be heid to
stones and "nabs. Ten e-oandret hare
morrow at the usual hour.
with semialready reached the hospital in the
hello, as well
fitted or tight
Hague RepreseutatIves Approve of Japanese quarter where the Jape are
as white .• .•
Boman Catholic,
Action in Orient in Korean
flocking for refuge.
ST. FRANCIS DE SALES — The
The correspondent for the Asso
Atfairs.
'Rev. H. W. Jansen, pastor. Mass at
dated Press while on the scene,
Linen Eton Suits, embroidered, both
;8 and 10:34 o'clock in the morning.
noted seven Japanese and four Kajacket and skirt; for tonight only
Vespers at 7:30 o'clock
mane dead, and three Japanese and
WHAT TRANSPIRES IN EAST. two Koreans wounded.
Old prices were $12 to $15.
Christian Science.
General Hacegawa is sending a
Services Sunday 10:30 a. m.: Weddismounted cavalry to reinforce the
e
nesday, 7:30 p. m.; Sunday school
police who are now searching for the
Seoul, July 20.—Mobs filled the
at 9:30 a. m. Hall 527% Etroadwaes
tautitteers. The military has been orSaturday night's price
strees
all day. One crowd of 5,th00
Public invited.
dered out.
Koreans was beaten back front the
Regular price $20 to $30.
palace
gates.
During
audience
an
Seventh Day Adventists.
The Hague Approve*,
Services every Saturday at 821 with the cabinet last night when the
The Hague, July 20.—The abdicaeM11111111111•11 South Sixth
street. Sabbath school emperor acquiesed to the demand tion of the emperor of Korea
was a
2.30 p. m. Preaching 3:30 p. m. All for an abdication, a number of stu- general topic of conversa
tion among
•
dents
attempte
d
present
to
a petition the delegate
are heartily invited.
HAVE YOU SEEN IT
s to the peace conference
to the emperor but the police pretoday. A majority were inclined to
Well, don't overlook it for it is in
vented them, driving them haat east
believe even If the emperor had ben
Salvation Army,
toasty's paper.
of the palace where they remained all
Sunday morning, Fifth and Broaddethroned it should be considered an
night making speeches. At midnight
way, 10 a. ne; Fourth and Broadway,
Indispensable measure to give the
Chief of Police Maruyama distributed
2 o'clock: inside meeting at 3 p. m.;
Japanese
a free hand in establishing
4i61-4i-dei-Tei"t****4 Fourth and
carbines to the palace police, but the
RUDY PHILLIPS & 00.'S
a modern system for developing the
Broadway, 7 p. m.; incrowd
continue
d
increase
to
although resources of
Christian.
side meeting S p. tn. Meetings every
Korea.
they remained orderly. An elaborate
JULY REDUCTION SALE.
FIRST—The 'Rev. S. B. Moore. night except Monday. Headquar
Yi Sang Sul. ex-premieesr of Korea
ters ceremony transferr
ing the imperial who is
pastor. Morning subject: "The Ideal at 130 Broadway.
here with the Korean delegaseal to the crown prince was <tomChristian." No evening service.
tion said: "It is another Jaranese inpleted
this
morning.
Some shops were famy which
TENTH
STREET—The
Rev
twenty million Koreans
Church Notes.
closed because .of the sympathy of
George H. Farley, pastor. Usual
soon will avenge."
Sunday school will be held at 2:10 their proprietors with
the emperor
services will be held tomorrow. All
General approval Is expressed by
o'clock tomorrow afternoon at the and the streets
around the palace are
members requested to be present etoa
delegates of the speech of General
Mizpah Presbyterian
mission, and filled with people.
pecially the members that joined at
Horace Porter, American, during the
Sunday school at 3 o'clock at the
The Japanese papers have pubthe recent meeting.
afternoon session, when he demonHebron mission.
lished some sensational rumors, but
strated that the adoption of the proThe First
Presbyterian Sunday there is no indication of a revolt.
AS LODGE EMBLEMS WILL BE
The posal by Lord Reay,
Presbyterian.
of Great Britain
s..hool
and
mission
will
give
the
anKorean official Gazette is now circuDISCOURAGED HEREAFTER.
FIRST—The Rev. W. E. Cave. nual picnic Tuesday at Alm°
that neutral vessels furnishing propark lating on the street the first official
pastor. Morning subject: "The Peace The train will leave at 8:30
o'clock announcement of the abdication visions to belligerents should be captured, would mean placing of all aeu
of God." No evening service.
and return in the evening. Tickets which was signed
by the emperor and ti al
KENTUCKY AVEiNUE—The Rev will be given to all pupils present
merchantmen at the mercy of any
Grand Lodge B. P. 0, E. Takes Acat seven ministers in favor of the
J. R. Henry, pastor. Morning sub- Sunday school tomorrow morning.
belligerent warship.
tion to Put Stop to Slaughter
crown prince.
ject: "Christian Nature." Evening
The Panama delegation today inThe Woman's Home Mission so
of Animals.
At the Japanese residence Marquis
subject: "Hope as an Inspiration in ciety of the Trimble Street Methodis
formed President Nelidoff of its det Ito and Viscount Hayashi declined to
sire to change its vote of July /7th
Character Building." The morning church will meet Monday afternoo
n make a statement concerning the
on the American proposition regardservice will begin at l'.: 45 o'clock.
at 3:30 o'clock at the residence of effect of the
emperor'
s action.
ing the inviolability of private prop
CUMBERLAND—The Rev. Joseph Mrs. J. C. Martin, 1(135 Harrison
Philadelphia, July 20.—The grand
Ito, however, said to the Associated
erty at sea favorable to the proposilodge of Elks closed its business ses- McLeskey, pastor. Services at i the street.
Prese that he desired it to be emtion, The action approves the proposion today. The nature of the pro- court house. Sunday school at 9;30
phatically stated that, both
before sition by a vote of
CUMBERLAND-- The, Rev. Jas.
ceedings in the grand lodge's ses22 to 10.
and during his audience yesterday,
sion was the discussion of the move- McLeskey, pasto
He n9.s —teThrne.1
when the emperor and cabinet were
ment to prevent the slaughter of elk from Tennessee, where he conducted
weighing the question of abdication
that their teeth might be secured for a successful revival meeting and
he refused to have any participation
emblems. A committee was appoint- will fill his pulpit at the county court
Ito repeated his declaration that he
ed to investigate and a resolution house Sunday morning and evening.
sits
TELEGR
not responsible for sending the
APH
TROUBL
E
IN
CALIcalling upon the members of the or- The morning text 2 Kings, II, Id,
Korean delegation to The Hague and
FORNIA AMICABLY SETTLED,
"Thus
saith
theLord
make
this
valder to cease wearing elk teeth
as
when asked his opinion of the cab! PITTSBURG WOMEN CHOOSE THE
emblems until the committee re- ley full of ditches." Evening subject,
FORMER., HUSBANDS CONCUR.
net's
representation regarding the ab"The
Harmony
of the Four Gospels,"
turns its report, was passed. Before
dication,
Ito
replied
that
the
matter
adjourning the lodge elected Albert Sunday school 9:30 o'clock.
Statements Given Out by Officers ot wholly concerned the
emperor of
J. Holley, Hackensack. N. J., as grand
Union and Ofliciele of the
Korea and not himself as a representMethodist.
trustee to fill the vacancy mused by
Companies.
ative of the empire of Japan. Fur- Mortgage Homes to Enjoy Sport and
BROADWAY—The Rev. W. T
the death of John D. O'Shea, who
Club Woolen Take Up Question
theremore. Ito declares that the cabiBolling, pastor. Usual services will
died yesterday, ,
of Curbing the Spirit,
net's whole course of action
eas
be held tomorrow.
based on its own Initiative.
THPRD STREET—The Rev. P. H.
New York, July :N.—Colonel RobDon't Get Fretted About War.
City Under Military Rule.
Fields,
pastor.
ert
Morning
C.
dowry,
president
subject:
and general
We ate In no danger. No nation
Pittsburg. July 20.— "So mad has
Seoul, July 20.—The city became
"The
Temptati
manager
on
of
the Son of Man."
of the Western Union Tele- qtviet
wou:d be justified in milking our
beat nightfall and is now under the race for social supremacy
Usual
evening service.
graph company, this afternoon issued
come that many owners Of houses
shield at this time, and the netion
military patrol.
TRIMBLE STREET—The Rev. G. the following statement:
doing such a thing without justificaA heavy rain, that followed the out worth from $5,000 to $13,000, which
"The differences between the Westtion would find for an antagonist W. Banks, pastor. 'Morning subject:
break of today was largely instru- they have acquired aft( r years of
sp,oim000 of capable people, back- "The Test of Discipleship." Even- ern Union and its former employes at mental in disposing of the crowds toil and saving, are mot-gaging them
In order to buy automobiles. So feared by colossal resources line of the ing subject: "The Choice /or Serv- San Francisco and Oakland have been All traffiehas been
stopped and the
settled. On June 21, a portion of the
disposition to put every man and ice."
by
Japanese shops are guarded. Pollee ful are they of being outshone
GUTHRIE AVENUE—The Rev. T. Western Union operators at San
their neighbors that they are resortdollar at hazard in the country's bean report that 25 Japanese
were
killed
J.
Owen, pastor. Usual services will cisco and Oakland quit work without
ing to the most reckless extravagance
ha:f. We shall, and should, keep
and wounded in the rioting. The
and trying to present the appearance
notice. About one-third of the force
ready for war, but not in any swag- he held.
casualties among the Koritans are unof wealth on an income not exceedremained on duty and eleven of those
gering way of provoking it.—Washknown_ The official Japanese report
ing $150 a month."
who quit work were reinstated on
ington Star.
tiaptist.
ascribes the shooting today to the
This is a portion of the report ofi
FIRST—The Rev. Calvin M. Thomp their indivtdual applications at their Korean soldiers
who could not be con a committee
former
of the New Era Worncompensa
non,
tion.
pastor.
Additions were trolled by their
Usual
A Japanese porter carries his teamorning
and
officers. The noise en's club of Pittsburg
, which
has!
Pot with him when he gees to his evening services will be held tomor- promptle made to the force from of the thine and the
news that cas- been investigating social condition
other offices and except for a short
s!
day's work, as an American carries row.
ualties had resulted greatly alarmed in
this city.
SECOND—The Rev. L G. Graham period the traffic of the company has the emperor,
his dinner pail.
who sent a long apolo"Something" must be done and,
pastor. Usual services will be held been moved promptly. The company getic
message to Marquis Ito to the done quickly,"
the report says, "tol
will re-employ all of the reliable and
YOU %%ILL HE GLAD TO SEE IT tomorrow.
effect that he regretted his ignorant prevent the
women of Pittsburg from
NORTH TWELFTH STRIDET--- efficient operators who left the serv- subjects
had caused a violent commo- resorting to the means they
do to
The Rev. J.13. Clark, pastor. Owing ice on their individual applications tion.
He therefore relied upon Ito acquire social prestige
in their set.
to the absence of tee pastor. Mr. and at the same, salaries paid when to
take the measures necessary to Eseeting conditions in
.Every economical ..011111111 Will be de- Frank Wilson will
Pittsburg are
lead the services they quit work."
prevent any further trouble. Ito call- such that active measures
lighted for it means a great
must be
C. C. Adams. vice president of the ed
upon
General
Hacegawa to take taken. Mothers are neglecting their
saving.
Postal, today said:
Gentian.
military charge of the city.
children, and young wives are driv"Edward J, Nally, a vice president
EVANGELICAL—The Rev. WilTroops have been offered -for safe- ing their husbands to the wall for
the
and
general
manager
of
the
Postal
liam Bourquin, pastor. Morning subsake of the apbearance of wealth."
word
ject: "A Swarm of Bees." Evening Telegraph company received
HEDY PHILLIPS & CO.'S
Force Husbands To Wall.
subject: "A Booth of Branches." from L. W. Storer, general superinJULY REDUCTION SALE.
THE BIGGEST YET
The club Women charge that womMiss Mabel Shelton will sing the of- tendent at San Francisco, that, et a
en and girls who have married men.
meeting held in San Francisco this
receiving salaries from $100 to $150
afternoon, the striking operators
a month are gradually driving their
RUDY PHILLIPS & CO.'S
voted 103 to 4, practically unanimous
husbands bankrupt, In many instanly, to return to work, they having
ces, for the sake of possessing some
JULY REDUCTION SALE.
been notified that the terms upon
means of distinguishing themelves.
which they returned would be that
Homes which have been secured
they should each make an individual
through years of saving and hard laAll H oe Repairs
application for re-employment and all
Read the ad, on page three.
bor are being threatened with the
who were not objectionabre to the
auctioneer's hammer or the forecloslocal management would be re eming of a mortgage because the womployed with a distinct understanding
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot
en have seen their neighbor's big red
20c
that the same salaries and the same
touring car and do not wish her to
conditions that existed prior to their
gain the reputation of pos*esing
walkout should govern their re-emsomething they cannot have.
ployment and upon their promise to
After trying to 'figure out how to
give good and faithful service and
Secure an automobile by saving from
discontinue all agitation and interferher huisband's weekly or monthly inence with the company's business."
come, the wife with said aspirations
The Sanitary Plumber
concludes it is not feasilbe and casts
Sanderson furnishes
Both Phones 201
about for some other means to raise
settling It.
132 S. Fourth St.
the money. The automobile by this
325 Kentucky Avenue.
25c paper and does
et1 ;
time has become a permanent fixture
in her brain and'ehe must have one.
the work all comHow to get It Is the chief and most
plete for only one
important point.
Mortgage is. the Result.
dollar per room
Many ways ltuggost themselves,but
INSURANCB AGENTS
none practicable
until the thought
down, balance
strikes her that they can get money
on their home by taking a mortgage.
weekly. Closing out
The Interest and part of the princithie season's odd
pal can be paid in monthly installments. It is a brilliant thought and
patterns and right
seems to afford an easy way out of
now is your chance
Fire,
the dilenay.
Steam Boller,
Life,
Bonds,
to get a bargain.
One of the Dortorm - Gentlemen
Notid—"I suppose yonr wife is (1P.
-•
Accident,
since we cnnnot agree upon a (theme
Plate Mama,
Ring 1S13 or call at
lighted over the baby."
Health,
sis and as It Is getting somewhat late
Cargo,
"Oh, yes, In it general way. But
Liability,
I propose we draw lots.--Wotnaip's
428 Broadway.
Bull,
ishe says it has cot into her game of
I tome Companion.
A utomobi Ie.
Elevator.
bridge awfully."-- Life.
is
net
a
sign
that,a girl it ecoOffice Phones Q.''„";„9„
726
Residence Phones 014
The saddest people in this world
nomical just because she cuts down
N••• 726
are these who seem to have no sorthe number of cat it's In her birthmpbtall Building, Paducah, Ky.
rows to (see.
day cake." remarked the observer
of Events end ,Things.—Yonkers
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ANOTHER advertising
Special One Hour Sale
we will have Saturday night
for one hour only---7:30 to
8:30. This special includes the
best values yet offered in any
of these sales, and you should
certailly take advantage of
these one hour, prices. Also
take notice of the unknown
item, and let us add that it
will certainly be your loss if
you fail to get this item put
forward during this sale.

I
• •.
t
44

20 pieces Simla Silk, this season's most
desirable and stylish dress goods,
a 25c value, for this hour, yard

15c

20 pieces Chiffon Lisse, a beautiful light
weight, dressy summer goods, in all
the desirable shades, worth 35c and 25c
a yare, for this period,
per yard
I53

rte

15 piece. 36 inch Linen Finish Printed
Linone, a 20c value, for this
hour only, per yard . .......__
_ ...... 1I n
UC
25 pieces good quality
ingham, our
10c value, tor this perioar"
r7
pet yard
'

•

38C

15 dozen White Hemstitched Huck
Towels, a 15c value, for this
period
.

10c

One lot Ladies' Trimmed Hats, this
season's newest creations, regular $10
and $5 hats, to close out,
for this period

11,98

One lot of Untrimmed Shapes, worth
$2 and $2.50, for this
period

75c

Big lot Flowers, including all varieticP,
bunches worth $1 to 50c, for
un
this period to sell at, bunch
Lin
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7:30 to 3:30
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